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Abstract
Based on the multidimensional irreducible paving of De March & Touzi [7], we provide
a multi-dimensional version of the quasi sure duality for the martingale optimal transport
problem, thus extending the result of Beiglböck, Nutz & Touzi [5]. Similar to [5], we also
prove a disintegration result which states a natural decomposition of the martingale optimal
transport problem on the irreducible components, with pointwise duality verified on each
component. As another contribution, we extend the martingale monotonicity principle to the
present multi-dimensional setting. Our results hold in dimensions 1, 2, and 3 provided that
the target measure is dominated by the Lebesgue measure. More generally, our results hold in
any dimension under an assumption which is implied by the Continuum Hypothesis. Finally,
in contrast with the one-dimensional setting of [4], we provide an example which illustrates
that the smoothness of the coupling function does not imply that pointwise duality holds for
compactly supported measures.
Key words. Martingale optimal transport, duality, disintegration, monotonicity principle.
1 Introduction
The problem of martingale optimal transport was introduced as the dual of the problem of
robust (model-free) superhedging of exotic derivatives in financial mathematics, see Beiglböck,
Henry-Labordère & Penkner [2] in discrete time, and Galichon, Henry-Labordère & Touzi [11]
in continuous-time. This robust superhedging problem was introduced by Hobson [19], and
∗The author gratefully acknowledges the financial support of the ERC 321111 Rofirm, and the Chairs Financial
Risks (Risk Foundation, sponsored by Société Générale) and Finance and Sustainable Development (IEF sponsored
by EDF and CA).
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was addressing specific examples of exotic derivatives by means of corresponding solutions of
the Skorokhod embedding problem, see [6, 17, 18], and the survey [16].
Given two probability measures µ, ν on Rd, with finite first order moment, martingale
optimal transport differs from standard optimal transport in that the set of all interpolating
probability measures Ppµ, νq on the product space is reduced to the subset Mpµ, νq restricted
by the martingale condition. We recall from Strassen [23] that Mpµ, νq ‰ H if and only if
µ ĺ ν in the convex order, i.e. µpfq ď νpfq for all convex functions f . Notice that the
inequality µpfq ď νpfq is a direct consequence of the Jensen inequality, the reverse implication
follows from the Hahn-Banach theorem.
This paper focuses on proving that quasi-sure duality holds in higher dimension, thus
extending the results by Beiglböck, Nutz and Touzi [5] who prove that quasi-sure duality
holds by identifying the polar sets. The structure of these polar sets is given by the critical
observation by Beiglböck & Juillet [3] that, in the one-dimensional setting d “ 1, any such
martingale interpolating probability measure P has a canonical decomposition P “ řkě0 Pk,
where Pk PMpµk, νkq and µk is the restriction of µ to the so-called irreducible components Ik,
and νk :“
ş
xPIk
Ppdx, ¨q, supported in Jk for k ě 0, is independent of the choice of P PMpµ, νq.
Here, pIkqkě1 are open intervals, I0 :“ RzpYkě1Ikq, and Jk is an augmentation of Ik by the
inclusion of either one of the endpoints of Ik, depending on whether they are charged by the
distribution Pk.
In [5], this irreducible decomposition gives a form of compactness of the convex functions
on each components, and plays a crucial role for the quasi-sure formulation, and represents an
important difference between martingale transport and standard transport. Indeed, while the
martingale transport problem is affected by the quasi-sure formulation, the standard optimal
transport problem is not changed. We also refer to Ekren & Soner [8] for further functional
analytic aspects of this duality.
Our objective in this paper is to extend the quasi-sure duality, find a disintegration on the
components, and a monotonicity principle for an arbitrary d´dimensional setting, d ě 1. The
main difficulty is that convex functions may lose information when converging. A first attempt
to find such duality results was achieved by Ghoussoub, Kim & Lim [12]. Their strategy
consists in finding the largest sets on which pointwise monotonicity holds, and prove that it
implies a pointwise existence of dual optimisers.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 collects the main technical ingredients needed
for the definition of the relaxed dual problem in view of the statement of our main results.
Section 3 contains the main results of the paper, namely the duality for the relaxed dual prob-
lem, the disintegration of the problem in the irreducible components identified in [7], and a
monotonicity principle. In all the cases there are some claims that hold without any need of
assumption, and a second part using Assumption 2.6 defined in the beginning of the section.
Section 4 shows the identity with the Beiglböck, Nutz & Touzi [3] duality theorems in the one-
dimensional setting, and provides non-intuitive examples, in particular Example 4.1 showing
that there is no hope of having pointwise duality. The remaining sections contain the proofs
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of these results. In particular, Section 5 contains the proofs of the main results, and Section 6
checks the situations in which Assumption 2.6 holds.
Notation We denote by R¯ the completed real line RYt´8,8u, and similarly denote R` :“
R` Y t8u. We fix an integer d ě 1. If x P X , and A Ă X , where pX ,dq is a metric space,
distpx,Aq :“ infaPA dpx, aq. In all this paper, Rd is endowed with the Euclidean distance.
If V is a topological affine space and A Ă V is a subset of V , intA is the interior of A, clA
is the closure of A, affA is the smallest affine subspace of V containing A, convA is the convex
hull of A, dimpAq :“ dimpaffAq, and riA is the relative interior of A, which is the interior of A
in the topology of affA induced by the topology of V . We also denote by BA :“ clAzriA the
relative boundary of A. If A is an affine subspace of Rd, we denote by projA the orthogonal
projection on A, and ∇A is the vector space associated to A (i.e. A´a for a P A, independent
of the choice of a). We finally denote AffpV,Rq the collection of affine maps from V to R.
The set K of all closed subsets of Rd is a Polish space when endowed with the Wijsman
topology1 (see Beer [1]). As Rd is separable, it follows from a theorem of Hess [15] that a
function F : Rd ÝÑ K is Borel measurable with respect to the Wijsman topology if and only
if
F´pV q :“ tx P Rd : F pxq X V ‰ Hu is Borel for each open subset V Ă Rd.
The subset uK Ă K of all the convex closed subsets of Rd is closed in K for the Wijsman topology,
and therefore inherits its Polish structure. Clearly, uK is isomorphic to ri uK :“ triK : K P uKu
(with reciprocal isomorphism cl). We shall identify these two isomorphic sets in the rest of this
text, when there is no possible confusion.
We denote Ω :“ Rd ˆ Rd and define the two canonical maps
X : px, yq P Ω ÞÝÑ x P Rd and Y : px, yq P Ω ÞÝÑ y P Rd.
For ϕ,ψ : Rd ÝÑ R¯, and h : Rd ÝÑ Rd, we denote
ϕ‘ ψ :“ ϕpXq ` ψpY q, and hb :“ hpXq ¨ pY ´Xq,
with the convention 8´8 “ 8. Finally, for A Ă Ω, and x P Rd, we denote Ax :“ ty P Rd :
px, yq P Au, and Acx :“ ty P Rd : px, yq R Au.
For a Polish space X , we denote by BpX q the collection of Borel subsets of X , and PpX q the
set of all probability measures on
`
X ,BpX q˘. For P P PpX q, we denote by NP the collection
of all P´null sets, suppP the smallest closed support of P, and ŐsuppP :“ cl conv suppP the
smallest convex closed support of P. For a measurable function f : X Ñ R, we use again the
convention 8´8 “ 8 to define its integral, and we denote
Prf s :“ EPrf s “
ż
X
fdP “
ż
X
fpxqPpdxq for all P P PpX q.
1The Wijsman topology on the collection of all closed subsets of a metric space pX , dq is the weak topology
generated by tdistpx, ¨q : x P X u.
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Let Y be another Polish space, and P P PpX ˆYq. The corresponding conditional kernel Px is
defined by:
Ppdx, dyq “ µpdxq b Pxpdyq, where µ :“ P ˝X´1.
We denote by L0pX ,Yq the set of Borel measurable maps from X to Y. We denote for sim-
plicity L0pX q :“ L0pX , R¯q and L0`pX q :“ L0pX , R¯`q. For a measure m on X , we denote
L1pX ,mq :“ tf P L0pX q : mr|f |s ă 8u. We also denote simply L1pmq :“ L1pR¯,mq and
L1`pmq :“ L1`pR¯`,mq.
We denote by C the collection of all finite convex functions f : Rd ÝÑ R. We denote by
Bfpxq the corresponding subgradient at any point x P Rd. We also introduce the collection of
all measurable selections in the subgradient, which is nonempty (see e.g. Lemma 9.2 in [7]),
Bf :“  p P L0pRd,Rdq : ppxq P Bfpxq for all x P Rd(.
Let f : Rd ÝÑ R, fconvpxq :“ suptgpxq such that g : Rd ÝÑ R is convex and g ď fu denotes
the lower convex envelop of f . We also denote f
8
:“ lim infnÑ8 fn, for any sequence pfnqně1
of real number, or of real-valued functions.
Let I : Rd ÞÝÑ uK be the irreducible components mapping defined in [7], which is the µ´a.s.
unique mapping such that for some pP P Mpµ, νq, ri conv supp pPX “ IpXq Ą ri conv suppPX ,
µ´a.s. for all P PMpµ, νq.
2 The relaxed dual problem
2.1 Preliminaries
Throughout this paper, we consider two probability measures µ and ν on Rd with finite first
order moment, and µ ĺ ν in the convex order, i.e. νpfq ě µpfq for all f P C. Using the
convention 8´8 “ 8, we may then define pν ´ µqpfq P r0,8s for all f P C.
We denote by Mpµ, νq the collection of all probability measures on RdˆRd with marginals
P ˝X´1 “ µ and P ˝ Y ´1 “ ν. Notice that Mpµ, νq ‰ H by Strassen [23].
An Mpµ, νq´polar set is an element of Nµ,ν :“ XPPMpµ,νqNP. A property is said to hold
Mpµ, νq´quasi surely (abbreviated as q.s.) if it holds on the complement of an Mpµ, νq´polar
set.
For a derivative contract defined by a non-negative cost function c : Rd ˆ Rd ÝÑ R`, the
martingale optimal transport problem is defined by:
Sµ,νpcq :“ sup
PPMpµ,νq
Prcs. (2.1)
The corresponding robust superhedging problem is
Iµ,νpcq :“ inf
pϕ,ψ,hqPDµ,νpcq
µpϕq ` νpψq, (2.2)
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where
Dµ,νpcq :“
 pϕ,ψ, hq P L1pµq ˆ L1pνq ˆ L0pµ,Rdq : ϕ‘ ψ ` hb ě c(. (2.3)
The following inequality is immediate:
Sµ,νpcq ď Iµ,νpcq. (2.4)
This inequality is the so-called weak duality. For upper semi-continuous cost function, Bei-
glböck, Henry-Labordère, and Penckner [2] proved that there is no duality gap, i.e. Sµ,νpcq “
Iµ,νpcq. See also Zaev [27]. The objective of this paper is to establish a similar duality result
for general measurable positive cost functions, thus extending the findings of Beiglböck, Nutz,
and Touzi [5].
For a probability P P PpΩq, we say that P1 P PpΩq is a competitor to P if P˝X´1 “ P1˝X´1,
P ˝ Y ´1 “ P1 ˝ Y ´1, and PrY |Xs “ P1rY |Xs. Let f : Ω ÝÑ R¯, we say that a set A Ă Ω
is f´martingale monotone if for all probability P having a finite support in A, and for all
competitor P1 to P, we have Prf s ě P1rf s.
2.2 Tangent convex functions
Definition 2.1. Let θ : ΩÑ R` be a universally measurable function, and a Borel set N P Nµ,ν
with tX “ Y u Ă N c. We say that θ is a N´tangent convex function if
(i) θpx, xq “ 0, and θpx, ¨q is partially convex in y on N cx;
(ii) N c is θ´martingale monotone;
(iii) for all P with finite support in N c, and any competitor P1 to P such that suppP1 XN is a
singleton, we have P1rN s “ 0;
(iv) A :“ tX R NµuXtY P IpXqu Ă N c, and 1Aθ is finite Borel measurable, for some Nµ P Nµ.
We denote by Θµ,ν the collection of all functions θ which are N´tangent convex for some
N as above. Clearly, Θµ,ν Ą tTpf : f P C, p P Bfu, where
Tpfpx, yq :“ fpyq ´ fpxq ´ pbpx, yq, for all f : Rd ÞÝÑ R¯, and p : Rd ÞÝÑ Rd.
Indeed, for f P C, and p P Bf , Tpf is convex in the second variable, thus satisfying (i)
with N “ H. For all P0 with finite support in N c “ Ω, and P1 competitor to P0, P0rfpXqs “
P1rfpXqs, P0rfpY qs “ P1rfpY qs, and P0rppXq¨pY ´Xqs “ P0rppXq¨pP0rY |Xs´Xqs “ P1rppXq¨
pY ´Xqs, and therefore P0rTpf s “ P1rTpf s.
Definition 2.2. We say that a sequence pθnqně1 Ă Θµ,ν generates some θ P Θµ,ν (and we
denote θnù θ) if
θ8 ď θ, and Prθs ď lim sup
nÑ8
Prθns, for all P P PpΩq.
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Notice that some sequences in Θµ,ν may generate infinitely many elements of Θµ,ν . For
example, for any nonzero θ P Θµ,ν , the sequence pθnqnPN :“ p0, θ, 0, θ, ...q generates any θ1 P Θµ,ν
which is smaller than θ. In particular θnù xθ, as n goes to infinity, for all 0 ď x ď 1, which
are uncountably many.
Definition 2.3. (i) A subset T Ă Θµ,ν is semi-closed if θ P T for all pθnqně1 Ă T generating
θ (in particular, Θµ,ν is semi-closed).
(ii) The semi-closure of a subset A Ă Θµ,ν is the smallest semi-closed set containing A:
rA :“č T Ă Θµ,ν : A Ă T , and T semi-closed (.
We next introduce for a ě 0 the set Ca :“
 
f P C : pν ´ µqpfq ď a(, and
rT pµ, νq :“ ď
aě0
rTa, where Ta :“  Tpf : f P Ca, p P Bf(.
Remark 2.4. Notice that even though the construction of rT pµ, νq is very similar to the con-
struction of pT pµ, νq in [7], these objects may be different, see Lemma 5.4 below.
Proposition 2.5. rT pµ, νq is a convex cone.
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 2.9 in [7], using the fact that for
θ, θn, θ8 P Θµ,ν , the generation θnù θ8 implies the generation θn ` θù θ8 ` θ. l
2.3 Structure of polar sets
The main results of this paper require the following assumption.
Assumption 2.6. (i) For all pθnqně1 Ă rT1, we may find θ P rT1 such that θnù θ.
(ii) IpXq P CYDYR, µ´a.s. for some subsets C,D,R Ă uK with C well ordered, dimpDq Ă t0, 1u,
and YK‰K 1PR
“
K ˆ pclK X clK 1q‰ P Nµ,ν.
The condition YK‰K 1PR
“
KˆpclKX clK 1q‰ P Nµ,ν means that the probabilities in Mpµ, νq
do not charge the intersections between frontiers of elements in R, see Figure 1.
We provide in Section 3.4 some simple sufficient conditions for the last assumption to
hold true. In particular, Assumption 2.6 holds true in dimensions d “ 1, 2, in dimension 3
with ν dominated by the Lebesgue measure, and in arbitrary dimension under the continuum
hypothesis.
Recall that by Theorem 3.7 in [7], a Borel set N P BpΩq is Mpµ, νq´polar if and only if
N Ă tX P Nµu Y tY P Nνu Y tY R JθpXqu, for some pNµ, Nν , θq P Nµ ˆNν ˆ pT pµ, νq, (2.5)
with Jθ :“ domθpX, ¨q X J¯ , for some I Ă J¯ Ă cl I, characterized µ´a.s. by ŐsuppPX|BIpXq Ă
J¯pXqzIpXq “ŐsupppPX|BIpXq, µ´a.s., for some pP PMpµ, νq, for all P PMpµ, νq. The definition
of pT pµ, νq Ă L0`pΩq is reported to Subsection 5.2. By Remark 3.5 in [7], Jθ is constant on
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x1
x2
x3
x4
x5
x6
I(x1) 2 C
I(x2) 2 R
I(x3) 2 R
I(x4) 2 D
I(x5) 2 D
I(x6) 2 D
P 2 M(µ; ν)
Px2 [clI(x2) \ clI(x3)] = 0
Px1
Px1
Px2
Px2
Px3
Px4
Px5
Figure 1: No communication between frontiers of elements in R.
Ipxq for all x P Rd. Then the random variable Jθ is I´measurable. Notice as well that by this
remark we have
I Ă J Ă Jθ Ă J¯ Ă clI, µ´ a.s.
Where J is characterized in Proposition 2.4 in [7]. These sets Jθ are very important for
characterising the polar sets. However they are not satisfactory as they may not be convex.
We extend the notion in next proposition. Let A Ă Ω, we say that A is martingale monotone if
for all finitely supported P P PpΩq, and all competitor P1 to P, PrAs “ 1 if and only if P1rAs “ 1.
Notice that A is martingale monotone if and only if A is 1Ac´martingale monotone.
Proposition 2.7. Under Assumption 2.6, for any N´tangent convex θ P rT pµ, νq, we may find
θ ď θ1 P rT pµ, νq and pN0µ, N0ν q P Nµ ˆ Nν such that for all pN0µ, N0ν q Ă pNµ, Nνq P Nµ ˆNν,
the maps I, J , and J¯ from [7] may be chosen so that JpXq :“ convpdomθ1pX, ¨qzNνqXaff IpXq
satisfies, up to a modification on Nµ:
(i) JpXq “ conv`JpXqzNν˘, and on N cµ, we have JpXq Ă domθpX, ¨q;
(ii) N Ă N 1 :“ tX P Nµu Y tY P Nνu Y tY R JpXqu P Nµ,ν and N 1c is martingale monotone;
(iii) the set-valued map J˝pxq :“ Yx1PJpxqzNµIpx1q Y pJpxqzNνq Y txu satisfies J Ă J˝ Ă J Ă J¯ ,
furthermore J and J˝ are constant on I(x), for all x P Rd.
The proof of Proposition 2.7 is reported in Subsection 5.4. We denote by J pµ, νq (resp.
J ˝pµ, νq) the set of these modified set-valued mappings J `resp. J˝˘ from Proposition 2.7.
Remark 2.8. Let J P J pµ, νq, Nν P Nν, and J˝ P J ˝pµ, νq from Proposition 2.7. The
following holds for rJ P tJ, J˝, JzNνu. Let x, x1 P Rd,
(i) Y P rJpXq, Mpµ, νq´q.s.;
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(ii) rJpxq X rJpx1q “ aff ´ rJpxq X rJpx1q¯X rJpxq;
(iii) Jpxq X Jpx1q “ conv
´ rJpxq X rJpx1q¯;
(iv) if Ipx1q X rJpxq ‰ H, then rJpx1q Ă rJpxq.
Remark 2.8 will be justified in Subsection 5.4. We next introduce a subset of polar sets
which play an important role.
Definition 2.9. We say that N P Nµ,ν is canonical if N “ tX P NµuYtY P NνuYtY R JpXqu,
for some pNµ, Nν , Jq P Nµ ˆNν ˆ J pµ, νq from Proposition 2.7 for some θ P rT pµ, νq.
Theorem 2.10. Under Assumption 2.6, an analytic set N Ă Ω is Mpµ, νq´polar if and only
if it is contained in a canonical Mpµ, νq´polar set.
The proof of Theorem 2.10 is reported in Subsection 5.4.
Remark 2.11. For a fixed x P Rd, even though Jpxq is convex for J P J pµ, νq, it may
not be Borel anymore, unlike Jθpxq when θ P pT pµ, νq. The same holds for J˝pxq, with J˝ P
J ˝pµ, νq or for a canonical polar sets, they may not be Borel but only universally measurable
(i.e. P´measurable2 for all P P PpΩq). Similar to Jθ for θ P pT pµ, νq, the invariance of
J P J pµ, νq and J˝ P J ˝pµ, νq on Ipxq for each x P Rd proves that J is I´measurable.
2.4 Weakly convex functions
We see from [5] 4.2 that the integral of the dual functions needs to be compensated by a convex
(concave in [5]) moderator to deal with the case µrϕs ` νrψs “ ´8 `8. However, they need
to define a new concave moderator for each irreducible component before summing them up
on the countable components. In higher dimension, as the components may not be countable
there may be measurability issues arising. We need to store all these convex moderators in
one single moderator which is convex on each component, but that may not be globally convex
(see Example 2.14).
Definition 2.12. A function f : Rd ÝÑ R is said to be Mpµ, νq-convex or weakly convex if
there exists a tangent convex function θ P rT pµ, νq such that
Tpf “ θ, on tY P J˝pXq,X R Nµu, for some p : Rd Ñ Rd, and pNµ, J˝q P Nµ ˆ J ˝pµ, νq.
Under these conditions, we write that θ « Tpf . Notice that by Remark 2.8, Y P J˝pXq,
Mpµ, νq´q.s., whence θ « Tpf implies that θ “ Tpf , Mpµ, νq´q.s. We denote by Cµ,ν
the collection of all Mpµ, νq-convex functions. Similarly to convex functions, we introduce a
convenient notion of subgradient:
Bµ,νf :“  p : Rd ÞÝÑ Rd : Tpf « θ P rT pµ, νq(,
which is by definition non-empty. A key ingredient for all the results of this paper is that the
sets Θµ,ν and Cµ,ν turn out to be in one-to-one relationship.
2A set A is said to be P´measurable if P“pAYBqzpAXBq‰ “ 0 for some Borel set B Ă Ω.
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Proposition 2.13. Under Assumption 2.6,rT pµ, νq “ tθ « Tpf, for some f P Cµ,ν , and p P Bµ,νfu.
The proof of this proposition is reported in Subsection 5.6.
Example 2.14. [Mpµ, νq´convex function in dimension one] Let µ :“ 1
2
pδ´1 ` δ1q, and
νpdyq :“ 1
8
`
1r´2,2spyqdy ` δ´2pdyq ` 2δ0pdyq ` δ2pdyq
˘
. For these measures, one can easily
check that the irreducible components from [3], [5], and [7] are given by Ip´1q “ p´2, 0q, and
Ip1q “ p0, 2q, and the associated J¯ mapping is given by J¯p´1q “ r´2, 0s, and J¯p1q “ r0, 2s. By
Example 2.17 in this paper, f : R ÝÑ R is Mpµ, νq´convex if it is convex on each irreducible
components. See Figure 2.
0-1 1 2-2
f(x)
x=
Figure 2: Example of a Mpµ, νq´convex function.
The next result shows that the weakly convex functions are convex on each irreducible
component. Let η :“ µ ˝ I´1, and recall that any J P J pµ, νq is I´measurable by Remark
2.11.
Proposition 2.15. Let f P Cµ,ν and p P Bµ,νf . Then f is convex on J˝, and proj∇affJ˝ppqpXq P
Bf |J˝pXq, µ´a.s. Furthermore, we may find rf P Cµ,ν and rp P Bµ,ν rf such that f “ rf , µ`ν´a.s.,rp “ proj∇affJ˝ppq, µ´a.s., and rf is convex on J with rp P B rf |I , η-a.s. for some J P J pµ, νq.
The proof of this proposition is reported in Subsection 5.6.
2.5 Extended integrals
The following integral is clearly well-defined:
pν ´ µqrf s “ PrTpf s for all P PMpµ, νq, f P CX L1pνq, p P Bf. (2.6)
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Similar to Beiglböck, Nutz & Touzi [5], we need to introduce a convenient extension of this
integral. For f P Cµ,ν , define:
νaµrf s :“ inf  a ě 0 : Tpf « θ P rTa, for some p P Bµ,νf( (2.7)
νaµrf s :“ Sµ,νpTpfq, for p P Bµ,νf, (2.8)
where the last value is not impacted by the choice of p P Bµ,νf , whenever νaµrf s ă 8. Indeed,
if p1, p2 P Bµ,νf such that PrTp1f s ă 8 and PrTp2f s ă 8, then Tp1f ´Tp2f “ pp2 ´ p1qb P
L1pPq, and it follows from the Fubini theorem that PrTp1f´Tp2f s “ Prpp2´p1qbs “ PrPrpp2´
p1qb|Xss “ 0.
We also abuse notation and define for θ P rT pµ, νq, νaµrθs :“ inf  a ě 0 : θ P rTa(.
Proposition 2.16. For f P Cµ,ν and θ P rT pµ, νq, we have
(i) νaµrf s ě νaµrf s ě 0, and νaµrθs ě Sµ,νpθq ě 0;
(ii) if f P CX L1pνq, then νaµrf s “ νaµrf s “ νaµrTpf s “ pν ´ µqrf s, for all p P Bf ;
(iii) νaµ and νaµ are homogeneous and convex.
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 2.11 in [7]. l
We can prove the next simple characterization of rT pµ, νq, Cpµ, νq and pT pµ, νq in the one-
dimensional setting. In dimension 1, by Beiglböck, Nutz & Touzi [5], there are only countably
many irreducible components of full dimension. The other components are points. Then we
can write these components Ik for k P N like in [5] Proposition 2.3. We also have uniqueness of
the Jpxq from Theorem 3.7 in [7], that is equivalent in dimension 1 to Theorem 3.2. We denote
them Jk as well. We also take another notation from the paper, µk and νk the restrictions of
µ and ν to Ik and Jk, and pνk ´ µkq extending their Definition 4.2 to non integrable convex
functions, which corresponds to the operator νaµ in this paper.
Example 2.17. If d “ 1,
Cµ,ν “
!
f : Rd Ñ R : f|Jk is convex for all k
)
,
rT pµ, νq “ !θ “ÿ
k
1XPIkTpkfk : fk convex finite on Jk, pk P Bfk, and
ÿ
k
pνk ´ µkqpfkq ă 8
)
,
and
νaµrf s “ νaµrf s “
ÿ
k
pνk ´ µkqpf|Jkq, for all f P Cµ,ν .
This characterization follows from the same argument than the proof of Proposition 3.11 in [7].
2.6 Problem formulation
Definition 2.18. Let ϕ,ψ : Rd ÝÑ R and f P Cµ,ν. We say that f is a convex moderator for
pϕ,ψq if
ϕ` f P L1`pµq, ψ ´ f P L1`pνq, and νaµrf s :“ νaµrf s “ νaµrf s ă 8.
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We denote by pLpµ, νq the collection of triplets pϕ,ψ, hq such that pϕ,ψq has some convex mod-
erator f with h` p P L0pRd,Rdq for some p P Bµ,νf .
We now introduce the objective function of the robust superhedging problem for a pair
pϕ,ψq P pLpµ, νq with convex moderator f :
µrϕs‘νrψs :“ µrϕ` f s ` νrψ ´ f s ` νaµrf s. (2.9)
We observe immediately that this definition does not depend on the choice of the convex
moderator. Indeed, if f1, f2 are two convex moderators for pϕ,ψq, it follows that f1 ´ f2 P
L1pµq X L1pνq, and consequently µaνrf1s “ µaνrf2s ` pν ´ µqrf1 ´ f2s by Proposition 2.16.
This implies that
µrϕ` f1s ` νrψ ´ f1s ` νaµrf1s “ µrϕ` f2s ` νrψ ´ f2s ` νaµrf2s.
For a cost function c : Rd ˆ Rd ÝÑ R`, the relaxed robust superhedging problem is
Iqsµ,νpcq :“ inf
pϕ,ψ,hqPDqsµ,νpcq
µrϕs‘νrψs, (2.10)
where
Dqsµ,νpcq :“
 pϕ,ψ, hq P pLpµ, νq : ϕ‘ ψ ` hb ě c, Mpµ, νq ´ q.s.(. (2.11)
Remark 2.19. This dual problem depends on the primal variables Mpµ, νq. However this
issue is solved by the fact that Theorem 3.7 in [7] gives an intrinsic description of the polar
sets. See also Theorem 2.10.
We also introduce the pointwise version of the robust superhedging problem:
Ipwµ,νpcq :“ inf
pϕ,ψ,hqPDpwµ,νpcq
µrϕs‘νrψs, (2.12)
where
Dpwµ,νpcq :“
 pϕ,ψ, hq P pLpµ, νq : ϕ‘ ψ ` hb ě c(. (2.13)
The following inequalities extending the classical weak duality (2.4) are immediate,
Sµ,νpcq ď Iqsµ,νpcq ď Ipwµ,νpcq. (2.14)
3 Main results
Remark 3.1. All the results in this section are given for c ě 0. The extension to the case
c ě ϕ0 ‘ ψ0 ` hb0 with pϕ0, ψ0, h0q P L1pµq ˆ L1pνq ˆ L1pµ,Rdq, is immediate by applying all
results to c´ ϕ0 ‘ ψ0 ´ hb0 ě 0.
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3.1 Duality and attainability
We recall that an upper semianalytic function is a function f : Rd Ñ R such that tf ě au is
an analytic set for any a P R. In particular, a Borel function is upper semianalytic.
Theorem 3.2. Let c : ΩÑ R` be upper semianalytic. Then, under Assumption 2.6, we have
(i) Sµ,νpcq “ Iqsµ,νpcq;
(ii) If in addition Sµ,νpcq ă 8, then existence holds for the quasi-sure dual problem Iqsµ,νpcq.
This Theorem will be proved in Subsection 5.3.
Remark 3.3. For an upper-semicontinuous coupling function c, we observe that the dual-
ity result Sµ,νpcq “ Iqsµ,νpcq “ Ipwµ,νpcq holds true, together with the existence of an optimal
martingale interpolating measure for the martingale optimal transport problem Sµ,νpcq, with-
out any need to Assumptions 2.6. This is an immediate extension of the result of Beiglböck,
Henry-Labordère & Penckner [2], see also Zaev [27]. However, dual optimizers may not exist in
general, see the counterexamples in Beiglböck, Henry-Labordère & Penckner and in Beiglböck,
Nutz & Touzi [5]. Observe that in the one-dimensional case, Beiglböck, Lim & Obłój [4] proved
that pointwise duality, and integrability hold for C2 cost functions together with compactly
supported µ, and ν. We show in Example 4.1 below that this result does not extend to higher
dimension.
Remark 3.4. An existence result for the robust superhedging problem was proved by Ghous-
soub, Kim & Lim [12]. We emphasize that their existence result requires strong regularity
conditions on the coupling function c and duality, and is specific to each component of the
decomposition in irreducible convex pavings, see Subsection 3.2 below. In particular, their
construction does not allow for a global existence result because of non-trivial measurability
issues. Our existence result in Theorem 3.2 (ii) by-passes these technical problems, provides
global existence of a dual optimizer, and does not require any regularity of the cost function c.
3.2 Decomposition on the irreducible convex paving
The measurability of the map I stated in Theorem 2.1 (i) in [7], induces a decomposition of any
function on the irreducible paving by conditioning on I. We shall denote η :“ µ ˝ I´1, and set
µI :“ µ ˝ pX|X P Iq´1. Then for any measurable f : Rd ÝÑ R, non-negative or µ´integrable,
we have
ş
Rd
fpxqµpdxq “ ş
IpRdq
`ş
I
fpxqµIpdxq
˘
ηpdIq.
Similar to the one-dimensional context of Beiglböck, Nutz & Touzi [5], it turns out that
the martingale transport problem reduces to componentwise irreducible martingale transport
problems for which the quasi-sure formulation and the pointwise one are equivalent. For
P PMpµ, νq, we shall denote νPI :“ P ˝ pY |X P Iq´1 and PI :“ P ˝ ppX,Y q|X P Iq´1.
Theorem 3.5. Let c : ΩÑ R` be upper semianalytic with Sµ,νpcq ă 8. Then we have:
Sµ,νpcq “ sup
PPMpµ,νq
ż
IpRdq
SµI ,νPI
pcqηpdIq. (3.1)
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Furthermore, we may find functions pϕ, hq P L0pRdq ˆ L0pRd,Rdq, and pψKqKPIpRdq Ă L0`pRdq
with ψIpXqpY q P L0`pΩq, and domψI “ Jθ, η´a.s. for some θ P pT pµ, νq, such that
(i) c ď c¯ :“ ϕpXq ` ψIpXqpY q ` hb, and Sµ,νpcq “ Sµ,ν
`
c¯
˘
.
(ii) If the supremum (3.1) has an optimizer P˚ P Mpµ, νq, then we may chose `ϕ, h, pψKqK˘
so that pϕ,ψI , hq P Dpw
µI ,ν
P˚
I
pc|IˆJθq, and SµI ,νP˚I pcq “ I
pw
µI ,ν
P˚
I
pcq “ µIrϕs‘νP˚I rψIs, η ´ a.s.
(iii) If Assumption 2.6 holds, we may find J P J pµ, νq, and pϕ1, ψ1, h1q P Dqsµ,νpcq optimizer for
Iqsµ,νpcq such that c ď ϕ1 ‘ ψ1 ` h1b, on tY P JpXqu.
(iv) Under the conditions of (ii) and (iii), we may find pϕ1, ψ1, h1q P Dpw
µI ,ν
P˚
I
pc|IˆJq, such that
S
µI ,ν
P˚
I
pcq “ µIrϕ1s‘νP˚I rψ1s, η ´ a.s.
Theorem 3.5 will be proved in Subsection 5.5
Remark 3.6. Notice that pµI , νP˚I q may not be irreducible. See Example 4.2. This is an
important departure from the one-dimensional case.
Remark 3.7. Existence holds for the maximization problem (3.1) (and therefore (ii) in The-
orem 3.5 holds) under any of the following assumptions:
(i) νI :“ νPI is independent of P PMpµ, νq (see Remark 3.12 for some sufficient conditions);
(ii) There exists a primal optimizer for the problem Sµ,νpcq.
3.3 Martingale monotonicity principle
As a consequence of the last duality result, we now provide the martingale version of the
monotonicity principle which extends the corresponding result in standard optimal transport
theory, see Theorem 5.10 in Villani [25]. The following monotonicity principle states that the
optimality of a martingale measure reduces to a property of the corresponding support.
The one-dimensional martingale monotonicity principle was introduced by Beiglböck &
Juillet [3], see also Zaev [27], and Beiglböck, Nutz & Touzi [5].
Theorem 3.8. Let c : ΩÑ R` be upper semianalytic with Sµ,νpcq ă 8.
(i) Then we may find a Borel set Γ Ă Ω such that:
(a) Any solution P of Sµ,νpcq, is concentrated on Γ;
(b) we may find θ P pT pµ, νq and pΓKqKPIpRdq such that Γ “ YKPIpRdqΓK with ΓI Ă I ˆ Jθ,
ΓI is c-martingale monotone, and for any optimizer P˚ of Sµ,νpcq, we have that any optimizer
P PMpµI , νP˚I q of SµI ,νP˚I pcq, is concentrated on ΓI .
(ii) if Assumption 2.6 holds, we may find a universally measurable Γ1 Ă N c, for some canonical
N P Nµ,ν, satisfying (a) and (b), such that Γ1 is c-martingale monotone.
Proof. Let functions pϕ, hq P L0pRdq ˆ L0pRd,Rdq and functions pψKqKPIpRdq Ă L0`pRdq with
ψIpXqpY q P L0`pΩq from Theorem 3.5. Recall that pointwise we have c ď ϕpXq`ψIpXqpY q`hb.
We set Γ :“ tc “ ϕpXq ` ψIpXqpY q ` hb ă 8u.
(i) If P˚ is optimal for the primal problem then,
8 ą P˚rcs “ P˚rϕpXq ` ψIpXqpY q ` hbs “ Sµ,νpcq and P˚rϕpXq ` ψIpXqpY q ` hb ´ cs “ 0
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As ϕpXq`ψIpXqpY q`hb´c ě 0, and the expectation of c is finite, and therefore P˚rc ă 8s “ 1,
it follows that P˚ is concentrated on Γ.
(ii) Let θ P pT pµ, νq such that Jθ “ domψIpXq from Theorem 3.5. For K P IpRdq, let ΓK :“
ΓXK ˆRd. Then we have ΓIpxq Ă Ipxq ˆ Jθpxq for all x P Rd, ΓIpxq is c-martingale monotone
because of the pointwise duality on each component, and Γ “ YxPRdΓIpxq by definition because
IpRdq is a partition of Rd.
If Assumption 2.6 holds, we consider pϕ1, ψ1, h1q P Dqsµ,νpcq from the second part of Theorem
3.5. Let a canonical N P Nµ,ν be such that c “ ϕ1‘ψ1`h¯1b on N c. Γ :“ N cXtc “ ϕ1‘ψ1`h¯1bu.
Similarly, (i) and (ii) hold.
(iii) By definition of Θµ,ν , for P0 with finite support, supported on Γ Ă N c, and P1 com-
petitor to P0. As N c is canonical, it is martingale monotone by definition. Then P1rN cs “ 1,
and therefore P1rcs ď P1rϕ1 ‘ ψ1 ` h1bs “ Prϕ1 ‘ ψ1 ` h1bs “ P0rcs.
Finally, by definition we have Γ Ă N c. l
Remark 3.9. Let pϕ,ψ, hq P Dqsµ,νpcq be a minimizer of Iq.s.µ,ν pcq. Assume that Prϕ ‘ ψ ` hbs
does not depend on the choice of P P Mpµ, νq (e.g. if pϕ,ψq P L1pµq ˆ L1pνq, or if d “ 1).
Then we may chose Γ such that a measure P P Mpµ, νq is optimal for Sµ,νpcq if and only if
it is concentrated on Γ. Indeed, with the notations from the previous proof, if P P Mpµ, νq is
concentrated on Γ, Prϕ ‘ ψ ` hb ´ cs “ 0 and as Prϕ ‘ ψ ` hbs “ µrϕs‘νrψs because of the
invariance,
Ppcq “ Prϕ‘ ψ ` hbs “ Iqsµ,νpcq “ Sµ,νpcq.
3.4 On Assumption 2.6
Proposition 3.10. Assumption 2.6 holds true under either one of the following conditions:
(i) Y R BIpXq, Mpµ, νq-q.s. or equivalently µ ˝ I´1 “ ν ˝ I´1.
(ii) dim IpXq P t0, 1, du, µ´a.s.
(iii) ν is dominated by the Lebesgue measure and dim IpXq P t0, 1, d ´ 1, du, µ´a.s.
(iv) IpXq P CYDYR, µ´a.s. for some subsets C,D,R Ă uK with C countable, dimpDq Ă t0, 1u,
and YKPRK ˆ BK P Nµ,ν.
Furthermore, (iv) is implied by either one of (i), (ii), and (iii).
This proposition is proved in Subsection 6.1.
Remark 3.11. Assumption 2.6 holds in dimension 1 by Proposition 3.10. Theorem 3.2 is
equivalent to [5] Theorem 7.4 and the monotonicity principle Theorem 3.8 is equivalent to [5]
Corollary 7.8.
Remark 3.12. Notice that under either one of (i) or (iii) of Proposition 3.10, or in dimension
one, the disintegration νPI :“ P ˝ pY |X P Iq´1 is independent of the choice of P PMpµ, νq. See
Subsection 6.1 for a justification of this claim.
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Remark 3.13. Proposition 3.10 may be applied in particular in the trivial case in which there is
a unique irreducible component. We state here that any pair of measures µ, ν P PpRdq in convex
order may be approximated by pairs of measures that have a unique irreducible component, and
therefore satisfy Assumption 2.6. We may then use a stability result like in Guo & Obłój [14]
to use the approximation pµǫ, νǫq of pµ, νq in practice.
Let µ1 ĺ ν 1 in convex order with pµ1, ν 1q irreducible, and suppν Ă ri conv supp ν 1. Then
pµǫ, νǫq :“ 11`ǫpµ` ǫµ1, ν` ǫν 1q is irreducible for all ǫ ą 0. Indeed by Proposition 3.4 in [7], we
may find Pˆ PMpµ1, ν 1q such that conv supp PˆX “ ri conv supp ν 1, µ1´a.s. Then, 11`ǫpP` εPˆq P
Mpµǫ, νǫq for all P PMpµ, νq, and ri conv supp ν 1 Ă IpXq on a set charged by µǫ, which proves
that I “ ri conv suppν 1 Ą supp ν, preventing other components from appearing on the boundary.
Thus pµǫ, νǫq is irreducible.
Convenient measures to consider are for example µ1 :“ δ0 or µ1 :“ N p0, 1q, and ν 1 :“
N p0, 2q. For finitely supported µ and ν we may consider y1, ..., yk P Rd for some k ě 1 such
that suppν Ă int convpy1, ..., ykq, ν 1 :“ δy1`...`δykn , and µ1 :“ δ y1`...`yn
n
.
Proposition 3.14. Assumption 2.6 holds if we assume existence of medial limits and Axiom
of choice for R.
We prove this Proposition in Subsection 6.2.
Remark 3.15. Notice that existence of medial limits and Axiom of choice for R is implied
by Martin’s axiom and Axiom of choice for R, which is implied by the continuum hypothesis.
Furthermore, all these axiom groups are undecidable under either the Theory ZF nor the Theory
ZFC. See Subsection 6.2.
3.5 Measurability and regularity of the dual functions
In the main theorem, only ϕ ‘ ψ ` hb has some measurability. However, we may get some
measurability on the separated dual optimizers.
Proposition 3.16. For all pϕ,ψ, hq P pLpµ, νq,
(i)
`
ϕ,ψ, proj∇affIphq
˘ P L0pIq ˆ L0pIq ˆ L0pI,∇affIq;
(ii) under any one of the conditions of Proposition 3.10, we may find pϕ1, ψ1, h1q P pLpµ, νq such
that ϕ‘ψ`hb “ ϕ1‘ψ1`h1b, q.s. and pϕ1, ψ1, h1q P L0`Rd˘2ˆL0`Rd,Rd˘. Furthermore, the
canonical set from Theorem 2.10, and the set Γ1 from Theorem 3.8 may be chosen to be Borel
measurable, and tY P JpXqu (resp. tY P J˝pXqu) for J P J pµ, νq (resp. J˝ P J ˝pµ, νq) may
be chosen to be analytically measurable.
The proof of this proposition is reported to Subsection 5.6. We may as well prove some
regularity of the dual functions, provided that the cost function has some appropriate regularity.
This Lemma is very close to Theorem 2.3 (1) in [12].
Lemma 3.17. Let c : ΩÑ R` be upper semi-analytic. We assume that x ÞÝÑ cpx, yq is locally
Lipschitz in x, uniformly in y, and that Sµ,νpcq “ Sµ,νpϕ ‘ ψ ` hbq ă 8, with ϕ : Rd ÞÝÑ
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RY t8u, ψ : Rd ÞÝÑ RY t8u, and h : Rd ÞÝÑ Rd such that c ď ϕ‘ ψ ` hb, pointwise. Then,
we may find pϕ1, h1q “ pϕ, hq, µ´ a.e. such that c ď ϕ1 ‘ ψ ` h1b ď ϕ ‘ ψ ` h1b, ϕ1 is locally
Lipschitz, and h1 is locally bounded on ri conv domψ.
The proof of Lemma 3.17 is reported in Subsection 5.7.
4 Examples
4.1 Pointwise duality failing in higher dimension
In the one-dimensional case, Beiglböck, Lim & Obłój [4] proved that pointwise duality, and
integrability hold for C2 cost functions together with compactly supported µ, and ν. We believe
that integrability may hold in higher dimension, and strong monotonicity holds. However
the following example shows that dual attainability does not hold with such generality for a
dimension higher than 2.
Example 4.1. Let y´´ :“ p´1,´1q, y´` :“ p´1, 1q, y`´ :“ p1,´1q, y`` :“ p1, 1q, y0´ :“
p0,´1q, y0` :“ p0, 1q, y00 :“ p0, 0q, y`0 :“ p1, 0q, C :“ convpy´´, y´`, y`´, y``q, x1 :“
p´1
2
, 0q, x2 :“ p12 , 12q, x3 :“ p12 ,´12q, µ :“ 12δx1 ` 14δx2 ` 14δx3 , and ν :“ 141CVol. We can prove
that for these marginals, the irreducible components are given by
Ipx1q :“ ri convpy´´, y´`, y0`, y0´q, Ipx2q :“ ri convpy0`, y``, y`0, y00q,
and Ipx3q :“ ri convpy00, y`0, y`´, y0´q,
and Mpµ, νq is a singleton tPu, with
Ppdx, dyq :“ 1
4
`
2δx1pdxq1yPIpx1q ` δx2pdxq1yPIpx2q ` δx3pdxq1yPIpx3q
˘b Volpdyq.
Now we define a cost function c such that c
`
x1, ¨
˘
is 0 on cl Ipx1q, c
`
x2, ¨
˘
is 0 on cl Ipx2q, and
c
`
x3, ¨
˘
is 0 on cl Ipx3q. However we also require cpx2, y`´q “ 1. We may have these conditions
satisfied with c ě 0, and C8. Let pϕ,ψ, hq be pointwise dual optimizers, then ϕ‘ ψ ` hb “ c,
P´a.s. then ψ is affine on each irreducible components: ψpyq “ cpxi, yq ´ ϕpxiq ´ hpx1q ¨ py ´
xiq “ ´ϕpxiq ´ hpx1q ¨ py ´ xiq, Lebesgue-a.e. on Ipxiq, for i “ 1, 2, 3. By the last equality,
we deduce that ϕpxiq “ ´ψpxiq, and hpxiq “ ´∇ψpxiq. Now by the superhedging inequality,
ψpyq ´ψpxiq ´∇ψpxiq ¨ py´ xiq ě cpxi, yq ě 0. Therefore ψ is a.e. equal to a convex function,
piecewise affine on the components. However a convex function that is affine on Ipx1q, Ipx2q,
and Ipx3q is affine on clIpx2q Y cl Ipx3q (it follows from the verification at the angles between
the regions where ψ has nonzero curvature). Then cpx2, yq ď ψpyq ´ ψpx2q ´∇ψpx2q “ 0 for
a.e. y P cl Ipx3q Ă cl Ipx2q Y cl Ipx3q. This is the required contradiction as cpx2, y`´q “ 1 and
c is continuous, and therefore nonzero on a non-negligible neighborhood of px2, y`´q.
Notice that in this example, µ is not dominated by the Lebesgue measure for simplicity,
however this example also holds when δxi is replaced by
1
πǫ2
1BǫpxiqVol for ǫ ą 0 small enough.
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4.2 Disintegration on an irreducible component is not irre-
ducible
Example 4.2. Let x0 :“ p´1, 0q, x1 :“ p12 , 12q, x´1 :“ p12 ,´12q, y1 “ p0, 1q, y2 :“ p2, 0q,
y´1 :“ ´y1, y´2 :“ ´y2, and y0 :“ 0. Let the probabilities
µ :“ 1
3
pδx0 ` δx1 ` δx´1q, and ν :“
1
6
pδy´2 ` δy2 ` δy0q `
1
4
pδy1 ` δy´1q.
We can prove that for these marginals, the irreducible components are given by
Ipx0q “ ri convpy´2, y1, y´1q, and Ipx1q “ Ipx´1q “ ri convpy2, y1, y´1q,
indeed, Mpµ, νq “ convpP1,P2q, with
P1 :“ 16δpx0,y´2q `
1
6
δpx0,y0q `
1
12
δpx1,y2q `
3
16
δpx1,y1q `
1
16
δpx1,y´1q
` 1
12
δpx´1,y2q `
3
16
δpx´1,y´1q `
1
16
δpx´1,y1q,
and
P2 :“ 16δpx0,y´2q `
1
12
δpx0,y1q `
1
12
δpx0,y´1q `
1
6
δpx1,y1q `
1
12
δpx1,y0q `
1
12
δpx1,y2q
` 1
6
δpx´1,y´1q `
1
12
δpx´1,y0q `
1
12
δpx´1,y2q.
(See Figure 3). Let c be smooth, equal to 1 in the neighborhood of px0, y1q and 0 at a distance
higher than 1
2
from this point, P2 is the only optimizer for the martingale optimal transport
problem Sµ,νpcq. However, µIpx1q “ 12pδx1 ` δx´1q, and νP2Ipx1q “ 14 pδy2 ` δy0 ` δy1 ` δy´1q, and
the associated irreducible components are
I
µIpx1q,ν
P2
Ipx1q
px1q “ ri convpy0, y1, y2q, and IµIpx1q,νP2Ipx1q
px´1q “ ri convpy0, y´1, y2q,
and therefore, the couple
´
µIpx1q, ν
P2
Ipx1q
¯
obtained from the disintegration of the optimal prob-
ability P2 in the irreducible component Ipx1q “ I1 can be reduced again in two irreducible
sub-components.
4.3 Coupling by elliptic diffusion
Assumption 2.6 holds when ν is obtained from an Elliptic diffusion from µ.
Remark 4.3. Notice that (iii) in Proposition 3.10 holds if ν is the law of Xτ :“ X0`
şt
0
σsdWs,
where X0 „ µ, W a d´dimensional Brownian motion independent of X0, τ is a positive
bounded stopping time, and pσtqtě0 is a bounded cadlag process with values in MdpRq adapted
to the W´filtration with σ0 invertible. We observe that the strict positivity of the stopping time
is essential, see Example 4.4.
We justify Remark 4.3 in Subsection 6.1.
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Figure 3: Disintegration on an irreducible component is not irreducible.
Example 4.4. Let C :“ r´1, 1s ˆ r0, 2s ˆ r´1, 1s, F :“ t0u ˆ r´1, 1s ˆ r´1, 1s, x0 :“ p0, 0, 0q,
x1 :“ p0, 1, 0q µ :“ 12δx0 ` 12δx1 , a F´Brownian motion W , and X a random variable
F0´measurable with X0 „ µ. Consider the bounded stopping time τ :“ 1 ^ inftt ě 0 :
Wt P BCu, and ν, the law of X0 ` Wτ . We have µ ĺ ν in convex order, as the law P of
pX,Y q :“ pX0,X0 `Wτ q is clearly a martingale coupling. However, observe that p :“ PrX “
x1, Y P Cs ą 0, and that by symmetry PrY |X “ x1, Y P Cs “ x0. Let νC be the law of Y ,
conditioned on tX “ x1, Y P Cu. Then P1 :“ P` p
`pδx0 ´ δx1qb νC ´pδx0 ´ δx1qb δx0˘ is also
in Mpµ, νq. We may prove that the irreducible components are riC, and riF , and therefore
(iii) of Proposition 3.10 does not hold. This proves the importance of the strict positivity of
the stopping time τ in Remark 4.3. In dimension 4, we may find an example in which (v) of
Proposition 3.10 does not hold either, by replacing F by a continuum of translated F in the
fourth variable, thus introducing an orthogonal curvature in the lower face of C to avoid the
copies of F to communicate with each other.
5 Proof of the main results
5.1 Moderated duality
Let c ě 0, we define the moderated dual set of c by
D
Ćmod
µ,ν pcq :“
!
pϕ¯, ψ¯, h¯, θq P L1`pµq ˆ L1`pνq ˆ L0pRd,Rdq ˆ rT pµ, νq :
c ď ϕ¯‘ ψ¯ ` h¯b ` θ, on tY P aff rfXconv dompθ ` ψ¯qu
)
.
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We then define for pϕ¯, ψ¯, h¯, θq P DĆmodµ,ν pcq, V alpϕ¯, ψ¯, h¯, θq :“ µrϕ¯s ` νrψ¯s ` ν raνrθs, and the
moderated dual problem IĆmodµ,ν pcq :“ infξPDČmodµ,ν pcq V alpξq.
Theorem 5.1. Let c : ΩÑ R` be upper semianalytic. Then, under Assumption 2.6, we have
(i) Sµ,νpcq “ IĆmodµ,ν pcq;
(ii) If in addition Sµ,νpcq ă 8, then existence holds for the moderated dual problem IĆmodµ,ν pcq.
This Theorem will be proved in Subsection 5.3.
5.2 Definitions
We first need to recall some concepts from [7]. For a subset A Ă Rd and a P Rd, we introduce
the face of A relative to a (also denoted a´relative face of A): rfaA :“
 
y P A : pa ´ εpy ´
aq, y ` εpy ´ aqq Ă A, for some ε ą 0(. Now denote for all θ : ΩÑ R¯:
domxθ :“ rfxconv dom θpx, ¨q.
For θ1, θ2 : Ω ÝÑ R, we say that θ1 “ θ2, µbpw, if
domXθ1 “ domXθ2, and θ1pX, ¨q “ θ2pX, ¨q on domXθ1, µ´ a.s.
The main ingredient for our extension is the following.
Definition 5.2. A measurable function θ : ΩÑ R` is a tangent convex function if
θpx, ¨q is convex, and θpx, xq “ 0, for all x P Rd.
We denote by Θ the set of tangent convex functions, and we define
Θµ :“
 
θ P L0pΩ,R`q : θ “ θ1, µbpw, and θ ě θ1, for some θ1 P Θ
(
.
Definition 5.3. A sequence pθnqně1 Ă L0pΩq converges µbpw to some θ P L0pΩq if
domX pθ8q “ domXθ and θnpX, ¨q ÝÑ θpX, ¨q, pointwise on domXθ, µ´ a.s.
(i) A subset T Ă Θµ is µbpw-Fatou closed if θ8 P T for all pθnqně1 Ă T converging µbpw.
(ii) The µbpw´Fatou closure of a subset A Ă Θµ is the smallest µbpw´Fatou closed set
containing A: pA :“č T Ă Θµ : A Ă T , and T µbpw-Fatou closed (.
Recall the definition for a ě 0, of the set Ca :“
 
f P C : pν ´ µqpfq ď a(, we introduce
pT pµ, νq :“ ď
aě0
pTa, where pTa :“ {TpCaq, and T`Ca˘ :“  Tpf : f P Ca, p P Bf(.
Similar to νaµ for rT pµ, νq, we now introduce the extended pν ´ µq´integral:
ν paµrθs :“ inf  a ě 0 : θ P pTa( for θ P pT pµ, νq.
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5.3 Duality result
As a preparation for the proof of Theorem 5.1, we prove the following Lemma.
Lemma 5.4. Let pθ P pT pµ, νq, under Assumption 2.6, we may find θ P rT pµ, νq such that θ ě pθ
and νaµrθs ď ν paµrpθs.
Proof. Let a ą 0, we consider T the collection of pθ P Θµ such that we may find θ P rTa
with θ ě pθ. First we have easily TpCaq Ă T , as TpCaq Ă rTa. Now we consider ppθnqně1 Ă T
converging µbpw to pθ8. For each n ě 1, we may find θn P rTa such that θn ě pθn and
νaµrθns ď a. Now we may use Assumption 2.6, we may find θ P rTa such that θnù θ by the
fact that rTa “ arT1. By the generation properties, θ ě θ8 ě pθ8, which implies that pθ8 P T . T
is µbpw´Fatou closed, and therefore pTa Ă T .
Now let pθ P pT pµ, νq, with l :“ νpaµrpθs. By what we did above, for all n ě 1, we may find
θn P rTl`1{n such that pθ ď θn. We use again Assumption 2.6 to get θn ù θ, by properties of
generation, θ ě θ8 ě pθ. By construction, νaµrθs ď l “ ν paµrpθs. l
Proof of Theorem 5.1 By Theorem 3.8 in [7], we may find pϕ¯, ψ¯, h¯, pθq P L1`pµq ˆ L1`pνq ˆ
L0pRd,Rdq ˆ pT pµ, νq such that c ď ϕ¯ ‘ ψ¯ ` h¯b ` pθ on tY P aff rfXconv domppθpX, ¨q ` ψ¯qu,
furthermore, Sµ,νpcq “ µrϕ¯s ` νrψ¯s ` ν paµrpθs and Sµ,νppθq “ ν paµrpθs ă 8. By lemma 5.4, we
may find θ P rT pµ, νq such that pθ ď θ and νaµrθs ď ν paµrpθs.
We have that c ď ϕ¯‘ ψ¯ ` h¯b ` pθ ď ϕ¯‘ ψ¯ ` h¯b ` θ on tY P aff rfXconv dompθpX, ¨q ` ψ¯qu
which is included in tY P aff rfXconv domppθpX, ¨q ` ψ¯qu.
As pθ ď θ, we have Sµ,νpθq ě Sµ,νppθq “ ν paµrpθs ě νaµrθs. From Proposition 2.16 (i), we get
that Sµ,νpθq “ νaµrθs “ ν paµrpθs ă 8. As θ ě pθ, we have pϕ¯, ψ¯, h¯, θq P DĆmodµ,ν pcq. Finally, as
V alpϕ¯, ψ¯, h¯, θq “ µrϕ¯s`νrψ¯s`νaµrθs “ µrϕ¯s`νrψ¯s`ν paµrpθs “ Sµ,νpcq, the result is proved. l
Proof of Theorem 3.2 By Theorem 5.1, we may find pϕ¯, ψ¯, h¯, θq P DĆmodµ,ν pcq such that
µrϕ¯s`νrψ¯s`ν paµrθs “ Sµ,νpcq. As Assumption 2.6 holds, by Proposition 2.13, we get f P Cµ,ν
and p P Bµ,νf such that Tpf “ θ, q.s. Therefore, by definition we have νaµrf s ď ν paµrθs.
Then we denote ϕ :“ ϕ¯´ f , ψ :“ ψ¯` f , and h :“ h¯´ p. As ϕ‘ψ` hb “ ϕ¯‘ ψ¯` h¯b ` θ ě c,
q.s., (as Y P aff rfXconv domppθpX, ¨q ` ψ¯q, q.s.) Sµ,νpTpfq “ ν paµrθs ě νaµrf s. As νaµrf s :“
Sµ,νpTpfq ď νaµrf s by Proposition 2.16 (i), we have νaµrf s :“ νaµrf s “ νaµrf s, and
therefore f is a Mpµ, νq´convex moderator for pϕ,ψq, and as µrϕ` f s`µrψ´ f s` νaµrf s “
Sµ,νpcq, the duality result, and attainment are proved. l
5.4 Structure of polar sets
Proof of Proposition 2.7 Step 1: Let a Borel N P Nµ,ν such that θ is a N´tangent convex
function. Then c :“ 81N is Borel measurable and non-negative. Notice that Sµ,νpcq “ 0.
By Theorem 5.1, we may find pϕ1, ψ1, h1, θ1q P DĆmodµ,ν pcq such that µrϕ1s ` νrψ1s ` ν paµrθ1s “
Sµ,νpcq “ 0. Then by the pointwise inequality81N ď ϕ1‘ψ1`hb1 `θ1 on tY P aff rfXconvDpXqu,
with DpXq :“ dom`θ1pX, ¨q ` ψ1˘, (the convention is 0ˆ8 “ 0).
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By Subsection 6.1 in [7], we may find N 1µ P Nµ, Nν P Nν , and pθ P pT pµ, νq such that
IpXq Ă DpXq, rfXconvpdompθpX, ¨qzNνq “ IpXq, and dompθpX, ¨qzNν Ă J¯pXq, on N 1cµ . By
Lemma 5.4 we may find pθ ď rθ P rT pµ, νq. Up to adding 1N 1µ to φ1, 1Nν to ψ1, and rθ to θ1, we
may assume that 1N 1µ ď φ1, 1Nν ď ψ1, and rθ ď θ1. We get that
N Ă tϕ1pXq “ 8u Y tψ1pY q “ 8u Y tY R domθ1pX, ¨qu Y tY R aff rfXconvDpXqu
“ tϕ1pXq “ 8u Y
 
Y R DpXq X aff rfXconvDpXq
(
“ tϕ1pXq “ 8u Y
 
Y R DpXq X aff IpXq(.
We have
N Ă dom`θ1 ` ϕ1 ‘ ψ1˘c, andN Ă tX P Nµu Y tY P Nµu Y tY R J¯pXqu . (5.1)
Notice that as µrϕ1s ` νrψ1s “ 0, tϕ1 “ 8u P Nµ and tψ1 “ 8u P Nν . We also have
νaµrθ1s ă 8. We may replace ϕ1 by 81ϕ1“8, ψ1 by 81ψ1“8, and θ1 by 81θ1“8 P rT pµ, νq,
where the fact that 81θ1“8 P rT pµ, νq stems from the fact that 1nθ1 ù 81θ1“8 P rT pµ, νq,
proving as well that
νaµr81θ1“8s “ 0. (5.2)
Thanks to these modifications, ϕ1, ψ1, and θ1 only take the values 0 or 8.
Step 2: Now let a Borel set N1 P Nµ,ν be such that θ1 is a N1´tangent convex function. Then
similar to what was done for N , we may find pϕ2, ψ2, θ2q P L1`pµq ˆL1`pνq ˆ rT pµ, νq such that
N1 Ă dom
`
θ2 ` ϕ2 ‘ ψ2
˘c
.
Iterating this process for all k ě 2, we define pNk, ϕk, ψk, θkq for all k ě 1. Now let
ϕ8 :“
ÿ
kě1
ϕk P L1`pµq, ψ8 :“
ř
kě1 ψk P L1`pνq, and θ1 :“ θ `
ÿ
kě1
θk P rT pµ, νq ě θ.
Let N0µ :“ pdomϕ8qc, and N0ν :“ pdomψ8qc. Notice that µrϕ8s “ νrψ8s “ 0, and therefore,
pN0µ, N0ν q P Nµ ˆ Nν . We now fix pN0µ, N0ν q Ă pNµ, Nνq P Nµ ˆ Nν , and denote ϕ :“ 81Nµ ,
and ψ :“ 81Nν .
Recall that JpXq :“ conv dom`θ1pX, ¨q`ψ˘XaffIpXq “ convD8pXqXaffD8pXq, where we
denote D8pXq :“ dom
`
θ1pX, ¨q `ψ˘ By Proposition 2.1 (ii) in [7], convD8pxqzrfxconvD8pxq
is convex for x P Rd. Therefore, we may find upxq P paffrfxconvD8pxq ´ xqK such that
y P convD8pxqzrfxconvD8pxq implies that upxq ¨ py ´ xq ą 0 by the Hahn-Banach theorem,
so that
JpXq “ D8pXq X aff rfXconvD8pXq “ dom
`pθ1 `8ubqpX, ¨q ` ψ˘,
with the convention 8´8 “ 8. Finally,
N 1 “ tX P Nµu Y tY P Nνu Y tY R JpXqu
“ dompϕ‘ ψ `8u` θ1qc
Ą Ykě1Nk Y pdomθkqc YN (5.3)
Ą N.
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We proved the inclusion from (ii).
Step 3: Now we prove that N 1c is martingale monotone, which is the end of (ii). Let P with
finite support such that PrN 1cs “ 1, and P1 a competitor to P. Let k ě 1, we have PrN cks “ 1
by (5.3), therefore, as θk is a Nk´tangent convex function, P1rθks ď Prθks, therefore, as by
(5.3) we have that Prdomθks “ 1, we also have that P1rdomθks “ 1. As this holds for all
k ě 1, and for N and the N´tangent convex function θ, we have P1rdomθ1s “ 1. Now as
Prdomϕ ˆ domψs “ 1, we clearly have P1rdomϕ ˆ domψs “ 1. Recall that by construction,
dom
`
θ1`ϕ‘ψ˘ “ `81θ1“8`ϕ‘ψ˘´1p0q, therefore, Pr81θ1“8`ϕ‘ψs “ P1r81θ1“8`ϕ‘ψs “ 0.
Let n ě 1, Pr81θ1“8`nub`ϕ‘ψs “ P1r81θ1“8`nub`ϕ‘ψs “ 0. As ub is negative only
where the rest of the function is infinite, 81θ1“8 ` nub ` ϕ ‘ ψ ě 0 for all n ě 1. Then by
monotone convergence theorem, P1r81θ1“8`8ub`ϕ‘ψs “ Pr81θ1“8`8ub`ϕ‘ψs “ 0.
Therefore, P1rN 1s “ 0, proving that N 1c is martingale monotone.
Step 4: Now we prove that JpXq “ conv`JpXqzNν˘ Ă domθpX, ¨q, which is the first part of
(i).
dom
`pθ1 `8ubqpX, ¨q ` ψ˘ Ă JpXq X domψ8 Ă JpXq.
Passing to the convex hull, we get JpXq “ conv`JpXq X domψ˘ “ conv`JpXqzNν˘ as Nν “
tψ “ 8u.
Step 5: Now we prove that JpXq Ă domθ1pX, ¨q Ă domθpX, ¨q, which is the second part of (i).
Let x P Rd, and y P Jpxq. Then y “ ři λiyi, convex combination, with pyiq Ă domθ1px, ¨q X
domψ. Let P :“ ři λiδpx,yiq`δpy,yq. Let k ě 1, PrN ckYtX “ Y us “ 1, Prθks ă 8, and therefore,
as P1 :“ ři λiδpy,yiq ` δpx,yq is a competitor to P, P1rθks ď Prθks ă 8, and y P domθkpx, ¨q.
Jpxq Ă domθkpx, ¨q for all k ě 1, JpXq Ă domθ1pX, ¨q on N cµ.
Step 6: Now we prove that up to choosing well I, and up to a modification of J on a µ´null
set, I Ă J Ă J¯ Ă cl I, and J is constant on Ipxq, for all x P Rd, which is the part concerning
J of the end of (iii).
We have that tIpxq, x P Rdu is a partition of Rd, I Ă J¯ Ă cl I, and J¯ is constant on Ipxq for
all x. By looking at the proof of Theorem 2.1 in [7], we may enlarge the µ´null set N Iµ P Nµ
such that I “ tXu on `Yx1RNIµ Ipx1q˘c. We do so by requiring that Nµ Ă N Iµ. Now we prove that
J is constant on IpXq, µ´a.s. Let x1, x2 P domϕ8, and y P dompθ8 `8ub8qpx1, ¨q X domψ8,
then y´ ǫpy´x2q P Ipx2q for ǫ ą 0 small enough, as x2 P riIpx2q “ riIpx1q, and y P cl Ipx1q, as
JpXq Ă J¯pXq Ă cl IpXq by (5.1). Then we may find x1 “
ř
i λiyi ` λy, convex combination,
with pyiq Ă dompθ8`8ub8qpx1, ¨qXdomψ8, and λ ą 0. Then let P :“
ř
i λiδpx1,yiq`λδpx1,yq`
δpx2,x2q. For all k ě 1, notice that PrN ck Y tX “ Y us “ 1, as x2 P pN ckqx2 . Notice furthermore
that Prθks ă 8, and that P1 :“
ř
i λiδpx2,yiq`λδpx2,yq`δpx1,x2q is a competitor to P. Then as θk
is a Nk´tangent convex function, P1rθks ď Prθks ă 8, and therefore, as λ ą 0, θkpx2, yq ă 8.
We proved that
dompθ8 `8ub8qpx1, ¨q X domψ8 Ă domθkpx2, ¨q.
Therefore, dompθ8 `8ub8qpx1, ¨q X domψ8 Ă domθ8px2, ¨q. As the other ingredients of J
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do not depend on x, and as we can exchange x1, and x2 in the previous reasoning,
dompθ8 `8ub8qpx1, ¨q X domψ8 “ dompθ8 `8ub8qpx2, ¨q X domψ8.
Taking the convex hull, we get Jpx1q “ Jpx2q.
Step 7: Now we prove that thanks to the modification of I and J , we have that J˝ is constant
on all Ipxq, for x P Rd, and that J Ă J˝ Ă J , which is the remaining part of (iii). By its
definition, we see that the dependence of J˝ in x stems from a direct dependence in Jpxq.
The map J is constant on each Ipxq, x P Rd, whence the same property for J˝. Now for
Ipxq R IpN cµq, all these maps are equal to txu, whence the inclusions and the constance.
Now we claim that for x, x1 P Rd such that x1 P Jpxq, we have Jpx1q Ă Jpxq. This claim
will be justified in (iii) of the proof of Remark 2.8 above. Now if x1 P JpxqzNµ Ă Jpxq, we have
as a consequence that Jpx1q Ă Jpxq, and therefore Ipx1q Ă Jpxq. We proved that J˝ Ă J .
Finally by Proposition 2.4 in [7], we may find pP P Mpµ, νq such that JpXqzIpXq Ă ty :pPXrtyusu, on Nµ. Then J Ă J˝ on N cµ. Otherwise, these maps are again equal to tXu, whence
the result. l
Proof of Remark 2.8 (i) Recall that, with the notations from Proposition 2.7, JpXq :“
convpdomθ1pX, ¨qzNνqXJ¯pXq. θ1 P rT pµ, νq, then Sµ,νpθq ă 8 and Y P domθ1pX, ¨q,Mpµ, νq´q.s.
Recall that Y P J¯pXq, and Y R Nν , Mpµ, νq´q.s. All these ingredients prove that Y P JpXq,
q.s. and Y P JpXqzNν , q.s. The result for J˝ is a consequence of the inclusion
JzNν Ă J˝ Ă J. (5.4)
(ii) Let x, x1 P Rd, we prove that JpxqX Jpx1q “ aff`JpxqX Jpx1q˘X Jpxq. The direct inclusion
is trivial, let us prove the indirect inclusion. We first assume that x, x1 P N cµ. We claim that
Jpxq X Jpx1q “ conv`Jpxq X Jpx1qzN 1ν˘. (5.5)
This claim will be proved in (iii). If Jpxq X Jpx1q “ H, the assertion is trivial, we assume
now that this intersection is non-empty. Let y1, ..., yk P Jpxq X Jpx1qzN 1ν with k ě 1, spanning
aff
`
Jpxq X Jpx1qzN 1ν
˘
. Let y P aff`Jpxq X Jpx1q˘ X Jpxq, and y1 “ 1
k
ř
i yk. We have y
1 P
ri convpy1, ..., ykq and y P aff convpy1, ..., ykq, therefore, for ε ą 0 small enough, εy` p1´ εqy1 P
ri convpy1, ..., ykq Ă Jpxq X Jpx1q Ă Jpx1q “ conv
`
Jpx1qzNν
˘
by (i). Then, for ε small enough,
εy`p1´εqy1 “ ři λiy1i, convex combination, with pyiqi Ă Jpx1qzNν . Then P “ 12εδpx,yq` 12k p1´
εqři δpx, yiq ` 12 ři λiδpx1, y1iq is concentrated on N 1c, and by (iv) we have that its competitor
P1 “ 1
2
εδpx1,yq` 12k p1´εq
ř
i δpx1, yiq` 12
ř
i λiδpx, y1iq is also concentrated on N 1c. Therefore y P
Jpx1q, and as y P Jpxq, we proved the reverse inclusion: JpxqXJpx1q “ aff`JpxqXJpx1q˘XJpxq.
Now if x, x1 P Yx2RNµIpx2q, we may find x1, x2 P N cµ such that Jpxq “ Jpx1q, and Jpx1q “
Jpx2q, whence the result from what precedes. Finally if x or x1 is not in Yx2RNµIpx2q, If it is
x, then Ipxq “ Jpxq “ txu, and if x P Jpx1q, then the result is txu “ txu, else it is H “ H. If
it is x1, then if x1 P Jpxq, the result is tx1u “ tx1u, otherwise, it is again H “ H. In all the
cases, the result holds.
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Finally we extend this result to J˝. Notice that by (5.5) together with (5.4), we have
aff
`
JpxqX Jpx1q˘ “ aff`J˝pxqX J˝px1q˘. Now consider the equation that we previously proved
JpxqXJpx1q “ aff`JpxqXJpx1q˘XJpxq, subtracting NνzYx2RNµ Ipx2q and replacing aff`JpxqX
Jpx1q˘, we get J˝pxq X J˝px1q “ aff`J˝pxq X J˝px1q˘X J˝pxq.
(iii) Let y P Jpxq X Jpx1q. By (i), conv`JpxqzNν˘ “ Jpxq, and the same holds for x1. Then
we may find y1, ..., yk P JpxqzNν and y11, ..., y1k1 P Jpx1qzNν with
ř
i λiyi “
ř
i λ
1
iy
1
i “ y, where
the pλiq and pλ1iq are non-zero coefficients such that the sums are convex combinations. Now
notice that P :“ 1
2
ř
i λiδpx,yiq ` 12
ř
i λ
1
iδpx1,y1iq
is supported in N 1c. By (iv), its competitor
P1 :“ 1
2
ř
i λiδpx1,yiq ` 12
ř
i λ
1
iδpx,y1iq
is also supported on N 1c. Therefore, y1, ..., yk, y11, ..., y
1
k1 P
Jpxq X Jpx1qzNν . We proved that Jpxq X Jpx1q Ă conv
`
Jpxq X Jpx1qzN 1ν
˘
, and therefore as the
other inclusion is easy, we have Jpxq X Jpx1q “ conv`Jpxq X Jpx1qzN 1ν˘. The extension of this
result for J˝ is again a consequence of the inclusion (5.4).
(iv) Now we assume additionally that Ipx1q X Jpxq ‰ H, let us prove that then Jpx1q Ă Jpxq.
If x1 R Yx2RNµIpx2q, then Jpx1q “ tx1u and the result is trivial. If x R Yx2RNµIpx2q, then the
result is similarly trivial. By constance of J and I on Ipxq for all x, we may assume now that
x, x1 P N cµ. Then let y P Ipx1q X Jpxq Ă conv
`
Jpx1qzNν
˘ X conv`JpxqzNν˘. Let y1 P Jpx1qzNν ,
for ε ą 0 small enough, y ´ εpy1 ´ yq P Ipy1q by the fact that Ipy1q is open in affJpx1q. Then
y ´ εpy1 ´ yq “ ři λiyi, and y “ ři λ1iy1i, convex combinations where pyiqi Ă Jpx1qzNν , and
pyiqi Ă Jpx1qzNν . Then P :“ 12 ε1`εδpx,y1q ` 12 11`ε
ř
i λiδpx,yiq ` 12
ř
i λ
1
iδpx1,y1iq
is concentrated on
N 1c, and by (iv), so does its competitor P1 :“ 1
2
ε
1`εδpx1,y1q ` 12 11`ε
ř
i λiδpx1,yiq ` 12
ř
i λ
1
iδpx,y1iq
.
Then in particular, y1 P Jpxq. Finally, Jpx1qzNν Ă Jpxq, passing to the convex hull, we get
that Jpx1q Ă Jpxq.
Finally, if Ipx1q X J˝pxq ‰ H, then Ipx1q X Jpxq ‰ H, and Jpx1q Ă Jpxq. Subtracting
Nνz Yx2RNµ Ipx2q on both sides, we get J˝px1q Ă J˝pxq. l
Proof of Theorem 2.10 Let pNµ, Nνq P Nµ ˆ Nν, and J P J pµ, νq. The "if" part holds as
Y P JpXq, X R Nµ, and Y R Nν q.s.
Now, consider an analytic set N P Nµ,ν . Then c :“ 81N is upper semi-analytic non-
negative. Notice that Sµ,νpcq “ 0. By Theorem 5.1, we may find pϕ,ψ, h, θq P DĆmodµ,ν pcq such
that µrϕs`νrψs`ν paµrθs “ Sµ,νpcq “ 0. Then by the pointwise inequality81N ď ϕbψ`hb`θ,
on tY P aff rfXconvDpXqu, with DpXq “ dom
`
θpX, ¨q ` ψ˘, we get that
N Ă tϕpXq “ 8u Y tψpY q “ 8u Y tY R domθpX, ¨qu Y tY R aff rfXconvDpXqu
“ tϕpXq “ 8u Y tψpY q “ 8u Y  Y R domθpX, ¨q X aff rfXconvDpXq(,
Let J P J pµ, νq from Proposition 2.7 for θ, and Nν :“ domψc P Nν . We have JpXq Ă
aff rfXconvDpXq and JpXq Ă J¯pXq Ă domθpX, ¨q, µ´a.s. Therefore, we have
N Ă N0 :“ tX P Nµu Y tY P Nνu Y tY R JpXqu,
for some Nµ P Nµ, and Nν Ă Nν P Nν . By Proposition 2.7 (i) and (iv), N0 may be chosen
canonical up to enlarging Nµ. l
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5.5 Decomposition in irreducible martingale optimal transports
In order to prove theorem 3.5, we first need to establish the following lemma.
Lemma 5.5. Let θ P pT pµ, νq and P P Mpµ, νq, we may find θ1 P pT pµ, νq such that θ ď
θ1, ν paµrθ1s ď ν paµrθs, and ş
IpRdq ν
P
I
paµIrθ1sηpdIq ď νpaµrθs. Furthermore under Assumption
2.6, we may find f P Cµ,ν and p P Bµ,νf such that θ ď Tpf , q.s., νaµrf s ď νpaµrθs, andş
IpRdq ν
P
IaµIrf sηpdIq ď ν paµrθs.
Proof. Let a ą 0, we consider T the collection of pθ P Θµ such that we may find θ1 P pTa
with θ1 ě pθ, ν paµrθ1s ď a, and ş
IpRdq ν
P
I
paµIrθ1sηpdIq ď a. First we have easily TpCaq Ă T , as
TpCaq Ă rTa, and şIpRdq νPI paµIrθ1sηpdIq “ şIpRdqpνPI ´ µIqrθ1sηpdIq “ pν ´ µqrθ1s, for θ1 P TpCaq.
Now we consider ppθnqně1 Ă T converging µbpw to pθ8. For each n ě 1, we may find θn P pTa
such that θn ě pθn, ν paµrθns ď a, and şIpRdq νPI paµIrθnsηpdIq ď a. By the Komlós Lemma
on I ÞÝÑ νPI paµIrθns under the probability η together with Lemma 2.12 in [7], we may find
convex combination coefficients pλnkq1ďnďk such that
ř8
k“n λ
n
kν
P
I
paµIrθks converges η´a.s. and
θ1n :“
ř8
k“n λ
n
kθk converges µbpw to θ1 :“ θ18, as n ÝÑ 8, and moreover ν paµrθ1s ď a. As θ1n
is a convex extraction of pθn, we have θ1 :“ θ18 ě pθ8. Moreover, by convexity of νPI paµI , we
have
ř8
k“n λ
n
kν
P
I
paµIrθks ě νPI paµIrθ1ns, and therefore
lim inf
nÑ8
8ÿ
k“n
λnkν
P
I
paµIrθks “ lim sup
nÑ8
8ÿ
k“n
λnkν
P
I
paµIrθks ě lim sup
nÑ8
νPI paµIrθ1ns ě νPI paµIrθ1s
η´a.s. Integrating this inequality with respect to η, and using Fatou’s Lemma, we getż
IpRdq
νPI paµIrθ1sηpdIq ď a.
Then pθ8 P T . Hence, T is µbpw´Fatou closed, and therefore pTa Ă T .
Now let pθ P pT pµ, νq, with l :“ ν paµrpθs. By the previous step, for all n ě 1, we may find
θ1n P pTl`1{n with şIpRdq νPI paµIrθ1nsηpdIq ď l ` 1{n such that pθ ď θ1n. Similar to the proof of
Lemma 5.4, we get θ1 P pT pµ, νq such that θ ď θ1, ν paµrθ1s ď l, and ş
IpRdq ν
P
I
paµIrθ1sηpdIq ď l,
thus proving the result.
We prove the second part of the Lemma similarly, using Assumption 2.6 instead of Lemma
2.12 in [7]. l
For the proof of next result, we need the following lemma:
Lemma 5.6. Let θ P pT pµ, νq, mX :“ µrX|IpXqs, and fXp¨q :“ θpmX , ¨q. Then we may find a
µ´unique measurable ppXq P affIpXq ´X such that for some Nµ P Nµ,
θ “ fXpY q ´ fXpXq ´ ppXq ¨ pY ´Xq, on tY P affdomXθu X tX R Nµu. (5.6)
Proof. We consider Nµ P Nµ from Proposition 2.10 in [7], so that for x1, x2 R Nµ, y1, y2 P Rd,
and λ P r0, 1s with y¯ :“ λy1 ` p1´ λqy2 P domx1θ X domx2θ, we have:
λθpx1, y1q ` p1´ λqθpx1, y2q ´ θpx1, y¯q “ λθpx2, y1q ` p1´ λqθpx2, y2q ´ θpx2, y¯q ě 0. (5.7)
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By possibly enlarging Nµ, we may suppose in addition that Ipxq Ă domxθ for all x P N cµ. For
x P N cµ and y P domxθ, we define Hxpyq :“ fxpyq ´ fxpxq ´ θpx, yq. By (5.7), Hx is affine on
aff domxθ X domθpx, ¨q. Indeed let y1 P aff domxθ X domθpx, ¨q, y2 P domxθ, and 0 ď λ ď 1,
then y¯ :“ λy1 ` p1´ λqy2 P domxθ and
Hxpy¯q “ θpmx, y¯q ´ θpmx, xq ´ θpx, y¯q
“ λθpmx, y1q ` p1´ λqθpmx, y2q ´ λθpx, y1q ´ p1´ λqθpx, y2q ´ θpmx, xq
“ λHxpy1q ` p1´ λqHxpy2q
We notice as well that Hxpxq “ 0. Then we may find a unique ppxq P affIpxq ´ x so that
for y P domxθ, Hxpyq “ ppxq ¨ py ´ xq. ppXq is measurable and unique on N cµ, and therefore
µ´a.e. unique. For y P aff domxθ X domθpx, ¨q, it gives the desired equality (5.6). Now for
y P aff domxθ X domθpx, ¨qc, let 0 ă λ ă 1 such that y¯ :“ λx ` p1 ´ λqy P domxθ. By (5.7),
λθpx, xq` p1´λqθpx, yq´ θpx, y¯q “ λfxpxq` p1´λqfxpyq´fxpy¯q, and therefore θpx, yq is finite
if and only if fxpyq is finite. This proves that (5.6) holds for y P aff domxθ. l
Proof of Theorem 3.5 For P PMpµ, νq, I0 P IpRdq, we have by definition of the supremum,
PI0rcs ď SPI0˝X´1,PI0˝Y ´1pcq “ SµI0 ,νPI0 pcq,
where we denote by PI a conditional disintegration of P with respect to the random variable
I. Now we consider a minimizer for the dual problem pϕ¯, ψ¯, h¯, pθq P Dmodµ,ν pcq and θ1 P pT pµ, νq
such that θ ď θ1, ν paµrθ1s ď ν paµrθs, and ş
IpRdq ν
P
I
paµIrθ1sηpdIq ď νpaµrθs from Lemma 5.5.
Recall the notation mX :“ µrX|IpXqs “ PrY |IpXqs, by the martingale property, and let
fXpY q :“ θ1pmX , Y q. From Lemma 5.6, we have θ1pX,Y q “ fXpY q´fXpXq´pXpXq ¨ pY ´Xq,
with pX P BfXpXq, Mpµ, νq´q.s. Then let ϕ :“ ϕ¯´ fX , ψIpXq :“ ψ¯pY q` fXpY q, h :“ h¯´ pX .
µIrϕ¯s ` νPI rψ¯s ` νPI paµIrθ1s ě µIrϕs‘νPI rψs ě IµI ,νPI pcq ě SµI ,νPI pcq.
Integrating with respect to η, we get:
Imodµ,ν pcq ě
ż
IpRdq
µIrϕ¯s ` νPI rψ¯s ` νPI paµIrθ1sηpdIq ě ż
IpRdq
IµI ,νPI
pcqηpdIq
ě
ż
IpRdq
SµI ,νPI
pcqηpdIq ě Prcs.
Taking the supremum over P:
Imodµ,ν pcq ě sup
PPMpµ,νq
ż
IpRdq
IµI ,νPI
pcqηpdIq ě sup
PPMpµ,νq
ż
IpRdq
SµI ,νPI
pcqηpdIq ě Sµ,νpcq
Then all the inequalities are equalities by the duality Theorem 3.8 in [7].
We consider P˚ such that P˚rcs “ Sµ,νpcq “ Imodµ,ν pcq gives us that there is an optimizer.
Sµ,νpcq “ P˚rcs “
ż
IpRdq
P˚I rcsηpdIq ď
ż
IpRdq
S
µI ,ν
P˚
I
pcqηpdIq ď
ż
IpRdq
Imod
µI ,ν
P˚
I
pcqηpdIq
ď
ż
IpRdq
µIrϕ¯s ` νP˚I rψ¯s ` νP
˚
I
paµIrθ1sηpdIq ď Imodµ,ν pcq.
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Then all these inequalities are equalities by duality.
The second part is proved similarly, using the second part of Lemma 5.5. l
5.6 Properties of the weakly convex functions
The proof of Proposition 2.13 is very technical and requires several lemmas as a preparation.
Lemma 5.7. Let Nµ P Nµ, we may find Nµ Ă N 1µ P Nµ, and a Borel mapping riuK Q K ÞÝÑ mK
such that mIpXq P IpXqzN 1µ on tX R N 1µu.
Proof. We may approximate N cµ from inside by a countable non-decreasing sequence of
compacts pKnqně1: Yně1Kn Ă N cµ, and µrYně1Kns “ 1. Let N 1µ :“ pYně1Knqc P Nµ. For
n P N, the mapping In : x ÞÑ x` p1´ 1{nq
`
cl Ipxq ´ x˘XKn is measurable with closed values.
Then we deduce from Theorem 4.1 of the survey on measurable selection [26] that we may find
a measurable selection mn : Rd ÝÑ Rd such that mnpxq P Inpxq for all x P Rd. Define
m1pxq :“ mnpxqpxq where npxq :“ inftn ě 1 : Inpxq ‰ Hu, x P Rd,
and m8 :“ 0. Then for all x R N 1µ, we have the inclusion H ‰ txu X N 1cµ Ă Ipxq X N 1cµ “
Yně1Inpxq, so that npxq ă 8 and m1pxq P IpxqzN 1µ. However, we want to find a map fromuK to Rd. Consider again the map m¯I :“ EµrX|Is. Notice that m¯I P I by the convexity of
I, and that it is constant on Ipxq, for all x P Rd. Then the map mI :“ m1pm¯Iq satisfies the
requirements of the lemma. l
We fix a N´tangent convex function θ P rT pµ, νq. Let N0 :“ tX P N0µu Y tY P Nνu Y tY R
JpXqu P Nµ,ν , a canonical polar set such that pN0qc Ă N c X domθ from Proposition 2.7.
Consider the map mI given by Lemma 5.7 for N0µ, let Nµ Q Nµ Ą N0µ such that mIpXq P
IpXqzNµ on tX R Nµu. By Proposition 2.7 together with the fact that Nµ Ą N0µ, we may
chose the map I so that N 1 :“ tX P Nµu Y tY P Nνu Y tY R JpXqu P Nµ,ν , a canonical polar
set such that N 1c Ă N c X domθ. For K P IpRdq :“ tIpxq : x P Rdu we denote fK :“ θpmK , ¨q.
Lemma 5.8. We may find J˝ P J ˝pµ, νq such that tY P J˝pXq,X R Nµu Ă N c X domθ,
convJ˝ “ J “ conv`JzNν˘, and conv`J˝pxqXJ˝px1q˘ “ JpxqXJpx1q “ conv`JpxqXJpx1qzNν˘
for all x, x1 P Rd.
Proof. The map defined by J˝pxq :“ Yx1PJpxqzNµIpx1qYJpxqzNν is in J ˝pµ, νq. By Proposition
2.7, J˝ Ă J , therefore J˝ Ă J “ convpJzNνq Ă conv domθpX, ¨q “ domθpX, ¨q on N cµ, whence
the inclusion tY P J˝pXq,X R Nµu Ă domθ.
Now we prove that tY P J˝pXq,X R Nµu Ă N c. Recall that N 1 “ tY P JpXqzNν ,X R
Nµu Ă N c. Let x R Nµ, and x1 P JpxqzNµ, then Ipx1q Ă N cx1 . Let y P Ipx1q Ă N 1cx1 , by
Proposition 2.7, y P Jpxq X Jpx1q “ conv`Jpxq X Jpx1qzNν˘. Then we may find y1, ..., yk P
Jpxq X Jpx1qzNν such that y “
ř
i λiyi, convex combination. We also have y P N cx1 , then
P :“ 1
2
ř
i λiδpx,yiq ` 12δx1,y, and P1 :“ 12
ř
i λiδpx1,yiq ` 12δx,y are competitors such that the only
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point in their support that may not be in N c is px, yq, then by Definition 2.1 (iii), px, yq P N c.
We proved that tY P J˝pXq,X R Nµu Ă N c.
The other properties are direct consequences of Remark 2.8. l
Let J˝ P J ˝pµ, νq and Nµ P Nµ from Lemma 5.8.
Lemma 5.9. We have θ “ TpfIpXq on tY P J˝pXq,X R Nµu for some p P L0pRd,Rdq, and
J˝ P J ˝pµ, νq.
Proof. Let ax :“ fIpxq ´ fIpxqpxq ´ θpx, ¨q. We claim that ax is affine on J˝pxq, for all x R Nµ,
i.e. we may find a measurable map p on N cµ such that, by the above definition of ax together
with the fact that axpxq “ 0,
θ “ fIpXqpY q ´ fIpXqpXq ´ ppXq ¨ pY ´Xq, on tY P J˝pXq,X R Nµu.
Now we prove the claim. Let x R Nµ, and y, y1, ..., yk P J˝pxq, for some k P N, such that
y “ ři λiyi, convex combination. Now consider
P :“
ÿ
i
δpmIpxq,yiq ` δx,y, and P1 :“
ÿ
i
δpx,yiq ` δmIpxq,y.
Notice that P, and P1 are competitors with finite supports, concentrated on N c, by the fact that
mIpxq R Nµ, together with Lemma 5.8, and the fact that J˝ is constant on Ipxq by Proposition
2.7. Therefore ÿ
i
λiθpmIpxq, yiq ` θpx, yq “
ÿ
i
λiθpx, yiq ` θpmIpxq, yq, (5.8)
from Definition 2.1 (ii). Then the proof that ax is affine is similar to the proof of Lemma 5.6.
Let ppxq be a vector in ∇affIpxq representing this linear form. By the fact that ax is linear
and finite on J˝pxq, we have the identity
θpx, yq “ fIpxqpyq ´ fIpxqpxq ´ ppxq ¨ py ´ xq, for all px, yq P tY P J˝pXq,X R Nµu. (5.9)
l
Recall that we want to find f : Rd ÝÑ R, and p : Rd ÝÑ Rd such that θ “ Tpf on tY P
J˝pXq,X R Nµu. A good candidate for f would be fI , in view of (5.9). However f defined this
way could mismatch at the interface between two components. We now focus on the interface
between components. Let K,K 1 P IpRdq, we denote interfpK,K 1q :“ J˝pmKq X J˝pmK 1q if
mK ,mK 1 R Nµ, and H otherwise.
Lemma 5.10. Let pAKqKPIpRdq Ă AffpRd,Rq be such that
AKpyq ´AK 1pyq “ fK 1pyq ´ fKpyq, for all y P interfpK,K 1q, and K,K 1 P IpRdq.(5.10)
Then fpyq :“ fKpyq `AKpyq does not depend of the choice of K such that y P J˝pmKq, and if
we set ppyq :“ ppyq `∇AIpyq, we have
θ “ Tpf, on tY P J˝pXq,X R Nµu.
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Proof. Let K,K 1 P IpRdq such that y P J˝pmKq X J˝pmK 1q “ interfpK,K 1q. Then fKpyq `
AKpyq ´
`
fK 1pyq `AK 1pyq
˘ “ 0 by (5.10). The first point is proved.
Then Tpf “ Tp` ∇AI pfI ` AIq “ TpfI ` T∇AIAI “ TpfI , where the last equality comes
from the fact the AI is affine in y. Then Lemma 5.9 concludes the proof. l
We now use Assumption 2.6 (ii) to prove the existence of a family pAKqK satisfying the
conditions of Lemma 5.10. Let C Ă uK, D Ă uK, and R Ă uK from Assumption 2.6 such that
IpXq P C Y D YR, µ´a.s. with C well ordered, dimpDq Ă t0, 1u, and YK‰K 1PR
“
K ˆ pclK X
clK 1q‰ P Nµ,ν .
Lemma 5.11. We assume Assumption 2.6, and the existence of pTK 1K qK,K 1PCYR Ă AffpRd,Rq
such that
(i) TK
1
K ` TK
2
K 1 ` TKK2 “ 0, for all K,K 1,K2 P C YR;
(ii) TK
1
K pyq “ fK 1pyq ´ fKpyq, for all y P interfpK,K 1q, K,K 1 P C YR.
Then we may find pAKqKPIpRdq satisfying the conditions of Lemma 5.10.
Proof. We define AK by for K P C Y R. If this set is non-empty, we fix K0 P C Y R. Let
K P C, we set AK :“ ´TKK0.
Now for K P D, K has at most two end-points, let x P J˝pmKq be an end-point of K.
If x P J˝pmK 1q for some K 1 P C Y R, then we set AKpxq :“ AK 1pxq ` fK 1pxq ´ fKpxq. If
x P J˝pmK 1q for some K 1 P D, then we set AKpxq :“ ´fKpxq. Otherwise, we set AKpxq :“ 0,
and set AK to be the only affine function on K that has the right values at the endpoints, and
has a derivative orthogonal to K, which exists as K is at most one-dimensional.
We define AK “ 0 for all the remaining K P IpRdq.
Now we check that pAKqK satisfies the right conditions at the interfaces. Let K,K 1 P IpRdq
such that interfpK,K 1q ‰ H. If K P D, or K 1 P D, the value at endpoints has been adapted
to get the desired value. Now we treat the remaining case, we assume that K,K 1 P CYR. We
have AK ´ AK 1 “ ´TKK0 ` TK
1
K0
. Property (i) applied to pK,K,Kq implies that TKK “ 0, and
therefore, (i) applied to pK0,K,Kq gives that TKK0 “ TK0K . Finally, (i) applied to pK,K0,K 1q
gives that AK ´AK 1 “ TK 1K . Finally, by (iii), we get that AK ´ AK 1 “ fK 1pyq ´ fKpyq for all
y P interfpK,K 1q. l
Lemma 5.12. Let K,K 1 P IpRdq, we have that fK 1 ´ fK is affine finite on interfpK,K 1q.
Proof. First, by the fact that interfpK,K 1q Ă domθpmK , ¨q X domθpmK 1, ¨q, a :“ fK 1 ´ fK
is finite on interfpK,K 1q. Now we prove that this map is affine, let y1, ..., yk, y11, ..., y1k1 P
interfpK,K 1q such that y “ ři λiyi “ ři λ1iy1i, convex combinations. Then P :“ 12 ři λiδpmK ,yiq`
1
2
ř
i λ
1
iδpmK1 ,y
1
i
q, and P1 :“ 12
ř
i λiδpmK1 ,yiq ` 12
ř
i λ
1
iδpmK ,y1iq
are competitors that are concen-
trated on tY P J˝pXq,X R Nµu Ă N c by Lemma 5.8. Therefore, by Definition 2.1 (ii) we haveř
i λiθpmK , yiq `
ř
i λ
1
iθpmK 1, y1iq “
ř
i λiθpmK 1, yiq `
ř
i λ
1
iθpmK, y1iq, which givesÿ
i
λiapyiq “
ÿ
i
λ1iapy1iq.
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Similar to the proof of Lemma 5.6, we have that a is affine on interfpK,K 1q. l
Let K,K 1 P IpRdq, by the preceding lemma fK 1 ´ fK is affine finite on interfpK,K 1q. If
this set is not empty, let the unique aK
1
K P ∇aff interfpK,K 1q and bK
1
K P R such that
fK 1pyq ´ fKpyq “ aK 1K ¨ y ` bK
1
K , for y P interfpK,K 1q.
We denote HK
1
K : y ÞÝÑ aK
1
K ¨ y ` bK
1
K P AffpRd,Rq. If interfpK,K 1q “ H, we set HK
1
K :“ 0.
Lemma 5.13. We may find pTK 1K qK,K 1PCYR Ă AffpRd,Rq satisfying piq, and piiq from Lemma
5.11 if and only if we may find pHK 1K qK,K 1PCYR Ă AffpRd,Rq such that HK
1
K “ 0 on interfpK,K 1q
for all K,K 1 P C YR, and for all triplet pKiqi“1,2,3 P pC YRq3 such that with the convention
K4 “ K1, we have
3ÿ
i“1
H
Ki`1
Ki
`HKi`1Ki “ 0. (5.11)
Proof. We start with the necessary condition, let pTK 1K qK,K 1PCYR Ă AffpRd,Rq satisfying piq,
and piiq from Lemma 5.11. Then for K,K 1 P C Y R, we introduce HK 1K :“ TK
1
K ´ HK
1
K . By
(ii), together with the definition of HK
1
K , we have H
K 1
K “ 0 on interfpK,K 1q. Now let a finite
pK,K 1,K2q Ă C YR, by (ii) we have
HK
1
K `HK
1
K `HK
2
K 1 `HK
2
K 1 `HKK2 `HKK2 “ TK
1
K ` TK
2
K 1 ` TKK2 “ 0.
Now we prove the sufficiency. Let pHK 1K qK,K 1PCYR Ă AffpRd,Rq such that HK
1
K “ 0 on
interfpK,K 1q for all K,K 1 P CYR, and for all finite set F Ă CYR, and all triplet pKiqi“1,2,3 P
pC YRq3 such that we have ř3i“1HKi`1Ki `HKi`1Ki “ 0.
Then for K,K 1 P C YR, let TK 1K :“ HK
1
K `HK
1
K . The property (ii) of pTK
1
K q follows from
the fact that TK
1
K “ HK
1
K `HK
1
K “ HK
1
K “ fK 1 ´ fK on interfpK,K 1q.
Property (i) is a direct consequence of (5.11) with pK,K 1,K2q P pC YRq3. l
Lemma 5.14. Let F Ă IpN cµq finite, we may find pHK
1
K qK,K 1PF Ă AffpRd,Rq such that HK
1
K “
0 on interfpK,K 1q for all K,K 1 P F , and for all triplet pKiqi“1,2,3 P F3 such that with the
convention K4 “ K1, we have
ř3
i“1H
Ki`1
Ki
`HKi`1Ki “ 0.
Proof. Let p P F2, we denote Hp :“ Hp2p1 , interfppq :“ interfpp1, p2q, and the linear map
gp : A P AffpRd,Rq ÞÝÑ A|aff interfppq P Affpaff interfppq,Rq. Let the linear map
g : pApqpPF2 P AffpRd,RqF
2 ÞÝÑ `gppApq˘pPF2 P ą
pPF2
Affpaff interfppq,Rq,
and if we denote ti,j :“ pti, tjq P F2 for t P F3 and i, j P t1, 2, 3u, let the other linear map
f : pApqpPF2 P AffpRd,RqF
2 ÞÝÑ `At1,2 `At2,3 `At3,1˘tPF3 P AffpRd,RqF3 .
Notice that the result may be written in terms of f and g as
f
`pHpqpPF2˘ P fpkergq. (5.12)
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We prove this statement by using the monotonicity principle (ii) of Definition 2.1. Let the
canonical basis pejq1ďjďd of Rd, and e0 :“ 0 so that pejq0ďjďd is an affine basis of Rd, and the
scalar product on AffpRd,RqF3 defined by @pAtqtPF3 , pA1tqtPF3D :“ řtPF3,0ďjďdAtpejqA1tpejq.
As the dimensions are finite, (5.12) is equivalent with the inclusion fpkergqK Ă  f`pHpqpPF2˘(K.
Let pAtqtPF3 P fpkergqK, we now prove that pAtqtPF3 P
 
f
`pHpqpPF2˘(K, i.e. that@pAtqtPF3 , f`pHpqpPF2˘D “ ÿ
tPF3,0ďjďd
Atpejq
`
Ht1,2pejq `Ht2,3pejq `Ht3,1pejq
˘
“ 0.
Let p P F2, Pp :“ projaff interfppq, and 0 ď j ď d. By the fact that Pppejq P aff interfppq “
aff
`
Jpmp1q X Jpmp2qzNν
˘
by Remark 2.8, we may find pyi,j,pq1ďiďd`1 Ă Jpmp1q X Jpmp2qzNν ,
and pλi,j,pq1ďiďd`1 Ă R such thatPppejq “
řd`1
i“1 λi,j,pyi,j,p, affine combination, and
řd`1
i“1 λi,j,p “
1. Then with these ingredients we may give the expression of Hppejq as a function of values of
θ:
Hppejq “
d`1ÿ
i“1
λi,j,pHppyi,j,pq “
d`1ÿ
i“1
λi,j,p rθpmp2, yi,j,pq ´ θpmp1, yi,j,pqs
“ Ljprθs,
where Ljp :“
řd`1
i“1 λi,j,p
”
δpmp2 ,yi,j,pq ´ δpmp1 ,yi,j,pq
ı
is a signed measure with finite support in
tY P JpXqzNν ,X R Nµu. We now study the marginals of Ljp: we have obviously from its
definition that LjprY “ ys “ 0 for all y P Rd. For the X-marginals, LjprX “ mp2s “ ´LjprX “
mp1s “
řd`1
i“1 λi,j,p “ 1, and LjprX “ xs “ 0 for all other x P Rd. Finally we look at its
conditional barycenter:
LjprY |X “ mp2s “ ´LjprY |X “ mp1s “
d`1ÿ
i“1
λi,j,pyi,j,p “ Pppejq. (5.13)
Now let t P F3, we denote Ljt :“ Ljt1,2 `Ljt2,3 `Ljt3,1 . We still have Ljt rY “ ys “ 0 for all y P Rd
by linearity. Now
L
j
t rX “ t1s “ Ljt1,2 rX “ t1s ` Ljt2,3 rX “ t1s ` Ljt3,1 rX “ t1s
“ ´1t1“t1 ` 1t2“t1 ´ 1t2“t1 ` 1t3“t1 ´ 1t3“t1 ` 1t3“t1
“ 0.
Similar, Ljt rX “ t2s “ Ljt rX “ t3s “ 0, and Ljt rX “ xs “ 0 for all x P Rd.
Notice that
@pAtqtPF3 , f`pHpqpPF2˘D “ Lrθs, with L :“ řtPF3,0ďjďdAtpejqLjt . By linearity,
we have that
LrX “ xs “ LrY “ xs “ 0, for all x P Rd. (5.14)
Furthermore, L is supported on tY P JpXqzNν ,X R Nµu Ă N c like each Ljp. We claim that
LrY |Xs “ 0, this claim will be justified at the end of this proof. Then we consider the Jordan
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decomposition L “ L`´L´ with L` the positive part of L and L´ its negative part. By the fact
that LrRds “ 0, we have the decomposition L “ CpP`´P´q, for C “ L`rRds “ ´L´rRds ě 0.
Then P` and P´ are two finitely supported probabilities concentrated on N c. By the fact that
LrXs “ LrY s “ LrY |Xs “ 0, P`, and P´ are furthermore competitors, then by Definition 2.1
(ii), P`rθs “ P´rθs, and therefore
@pAtqtPF3 , f`pHpqpPF2˘D “ Lrθs “ 0, which concludes the
proof.
It remains to prove the claim that LrY |Xs “ 0. Recall that pAtqtPF3 P fpkergqK. Let
K P F and p P F2 such that p1 “ K, and u P Rd, the map ξp : x ÞÝÑ u ¨
`
x ´ Pppxq
˘
is in
kergp. For all the other p1 P F2, we set ξp1 :“ 0 P kergp1 . Then pξpqpPF2 P kerg, and therefore@pAtqtPF3 , f`pξpqpPF2˘D “ 0, we have
0 “
ÿ
tPF3,0ďjďd
Atpejq
ÿ
p“t1,2,t2,3,t3,1
1p1“Ku ¨
`
ej ´Pppejq
˘
“ u ¨
ÿ
tPF3,0ďjďd
Atpejq
ÿ
p“t1,2,t2,3,t3,1
1p1“K
`
ej ´Pppejq
˘
.
As this holds for all u P Rd, we have řtPF3,0ďjďdAtpejqřp“t1,2,t2,3,t3,1 1p1“K`ej ´Pppejq˘ “ 0.
Similarly, we have
ř
tPF3,0ďjďdAtpejq
ř
p“t1,2,t2,3,t3,1
1p2“K
`
ej ´Pppejq
˘ “ 0. Combining these
two equations, and using (5.13) together with the definition of L we get
LrY |X “ mKs “
ÿ
tPF3,0ďjďd
Atpejq
ÿ
p“t1,2,t2,3,t3,1
p1p2“K ´ 1p1“KqPppejq
“
ÿ
tPF3,0ďjďd
Atpejq
ÿ
p“t1,2,t2,3,t3,1
p1p2“K ´ 1p1“Kqej
“ LrX “ mKsej “ 0,
by (5.14) together with the definition of L. We conclude that LrY |X “ mKs “ 0, the claim is
proved. l
Lemma 5.15. Under Assumption 2.6, we may find pHK 1K qK,K 1PCYR Ă AffpRd,Rq such that
H
K 1
K “ 0 on interfpK,K 1q for all K,K 1 P C YR, and for all triplet pKiqi“1,2,3 P pC YRq3 such
that with the convention K4 “ K1, we have
ř3
i“1H
Ki`1
Ki
`HKi`1Ki “ 0.
Proof. We use the well-order of C from Assumption 2.6 to extend the result of Lemma 5.14
to the possibly infinite number of components. By the fact that C is well ordered, we have
that C2 is also well ordered (we may use for example the lexicographic order based on the
well-order of C). We shall argue by transfinite induction on C2. For pK,K 1q P C2, we denote
CpK,K 1q :“ tpK1,K2q P C2 : pK1,K2q ă pK,K 1qu. Finally we fix } ¨ }, a euclidean norm on the
finite dimensional space AffpRd,Rq, and for pK,K 1q P C2, we define an order relation ĺK,K 1 on
AffpRd,RqCpK,K 1q which is the lexicographical order induced by pCpK,K 1q,ďq, and by the order
on affine function pAffpRd,Rq,ĺq, defined by A ĺ A1 if }A} ď }A1}. Our induction hypothesis
is:
HpK,K 1q : we may find a unique pHK2K1qpK1,K2qPCpKq such that:
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(i) for all finite F Ă C YR, we may find p rHK2K1 qK1,K2PF Ă AffpRd,Rq such that rHK2K1 “ 0
on interfpK1,K2q for all K1,K2 P F , such that for all triplet pKiq P F3 we have
ř3
i“1H
Ki`1
Ki
`rHKi`1Ki “ 0, and finally such that HK2K1 “ rHK2K1 for all pK1,K2q P F2 X CpK,K 1q;
(ii) for all pK2,K3q ď pK,K 1q, pHK2K1qK1,K2PCpK2,K3q is the minimal vector satisfying (i) of
HpK2,K3q, for the order ĺK2,K3.
Similar to the ordinals, we consider C2 as the upper bound of all the elements it contains,
which gives a meaning to HpC2q. The transfinite induction works similarly to a classical struc-
tural induction: let pK0,K 10q P C2 be the smallest element of C, then the fact that HpK0,K 10q
holds, together with the fact that for all pK,K 1q P C, we have that HpK2,K3q holding for
all pK2,K3q ă pK,K 1q implies that HpK,K 1q holds, then the transfinite induction principle
implies that HpC2q holds.
The initialization is a direct consequence of Lemma 5.14 as CpK0,K 10q “ H. Now let
pK,K 1q P C, we assume that HpK 1,K2q holds for all pK2,K3q ă pK,K 1q. Let pK1,K 11q ă
pK2,K 12q ă pK,K 1q. AsHpK1,K 11q, andHpK2,K 12q hold, we may find unique pH1,K
2
K 1 qK 1,K2PCpK1,K 11q,
and pH2,K2K 1 qK 1,K2PCpK2,K 12q satisfying the conditions of the induction hypothesis. The restric-
tion pH2,K2K 1 qK 1,K2PCpK1,K 11q satisfies the conditions of HpK1,K 11q by HpK2,K 12q, and by the fact
that for the lexicographic order, if a word is minimal then all its prefixes are minimal as well for
the sub-lexicographic orders. Therefore, by uniqueness in HpK1,K 11q, pH1,K
2
K 1 qK 1,K2PCpK1,K 11q “
pH2,K2K 1 qK 1,K2PCpK1,K 11q. For all pK2,K3q ă pK,K 1q which are not predecessors of pK,K 1q
(i.e. such that we may find pKint,K 1intq P C2 with pK2,K3q ă pKint,K 1intq ă pK,K 1q), let
H
K2
K 1 be the pK 1,K2q´th affine function of pHK2K1qK1,K2PCpKint,K 1intq satisfying HpKint,K 1intq,
which is unique by the preceding reasoning. If pK,K 1q has no predecessor, then H :“
pHK3K 1 qK2,K3PCpK,K 1q solves HpK,K 1q. Now we treat the case in which we may find a pre-
decessor pKpred,K 1predq P C2 to pK,K 1q. In this case this predecessor is unique because C2 is
well ordered. Then we consider H :“ pHK2K1qK1,K2PCpKpred,K 1predq from HpKpred,K 1predq. Now we
need to complete H by defining H
K 1
pred
Kpred
.
For all finite F Ă C YR, we define the affine subset AF Ă AffpRd,Rq of all H P AffpRd,Rq
such that p rHK2K1 qK1,K2PCpK,K 1q satisfies (i) of HpK,K 1q, with rHK2K1 “ HK2K1 if pK1,K2q ă
pKpred,K 1predq and rHK 1predKpred . By HpKpred,K 1predq (i) applied to F Y tpKpred,K 1predqu, we have
that AF is non-empty for all F . Then the intersection taken on finite sets A :“ XFĂCYRAF is
also non-empty as we intersect finite dimensional always non-empty affine spaces that have the
property AF1 XAF2 “ AF1YF2 . Then if we chose H
K 1
pred
Kpred
P A, HpKpred,K 1predq will be verified,
except for the minimality. To have the minimality, we chose the minimal H P A for the norm
} ¨ }, which is unique as A is affine and the norm is Euclidean. This uniqueness, together
with the uniqueness from the induction hypothesis gives the uniqueness for HpKpred,K 1predq by
properties of the lexicographic order. We proved HpKpred,K 1predq, and therefore HpC2q holds.
Finally, we need to include R in the indices of H. Let the unique pHK 1K qpK,K 1qPC2 from
HpC2q. Let K P R, K 1 P C. Similar to the step in the induction pKpred,K 1predq to pK,K 1q, we
may find a unique H
K 1
K which satisfies the right relations and is minimal for the norm } ¨ }. As
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we may do it independently for all pK,K 1q P R ˆ C by the property of R in Assumption 2.6.
For K P C and K 1 P R, we set HK 1K :“ ´HKK 1. Finally for K,K 1 P R, if C “ H, then we set
H
K 1
K :“ 0, else we set HK
1
K :“ HK
1
K0
´HKK0 for some K0 P C. We may prove thanks to HpC2q
that this definition does not depend on the choice of K0 P C, and that H defined this way on
pC YRq2 satisfies the right conditions. l
Proof of Proposition 2.13 The inclusion Ą is obvious from the definition of Bµ,νf . We
now prove the reverse inclusion by using Assumption 2.6. Then by Lemma 5.15, we may find
pHK 1K qK„1K 1PCYR Ă AffpRd,Rq such that for all finite set F Ă C Y R, and all permutation
σ P SF such that K „1 σpKq for all K P F , we have
ř
KPF H
σpKq
K ` H
σpKq
K “ 0. Then, by
Lemma 5.13, we may find pTK 1K qK,K 1PIpRdq:K„K 1 Ă AffpRd,Rq satisfying piq, piiq, and piiiq from
Lemma 5.11. Then we may apply Lemma 5.11: we may find pAKqK“Ipxq,xPRd Ă AffpRd,Rq
such that AKpyq´AK 1pyq “ fK 1pyq´ fKpyq for all y P interfpK,K 1q, and for all K,K 1 P IpRdq.
Finally, by Lemma 5.10, fpyq :“ fKpyq `AKpyq does not depend of the choice of K such that
y P J˝pmKq, and if we set ppyq :“ ppyq `∇AIpyq, we have
θ “ Tpf, on tX R Nµu X tY P J˝pXqu.
Therefore, θ « Tpf , whence f P Cµ,ν and we proved the reverse inclusion. l
Now, we prove the convexity of the functions in Cµ,ν on each components.
Proof of Proposition 2.15 Let p P Bµ,νf , and θ P rT pµ, νq such that Tpf “ θ on tY P
J˝pXq,X R Nµu for a N´tangent convex function θ P rT pµ, νq, Nµ P Nµ, and J˝pµ, νq. By
proposition 2.7, we may chose Nµ and J˝ such that tY P J˝pXq,X R Nµu Ă domθ XN c. For
all x R Nµ, and y P J˝pxq, fpyq “ fpxq ` ppxq ¨ py ´ xq ` θpx, yq, which is clearly convex in y
for x fixed. The function f is convex on J˝, η´a.s.
For all x P N cµ and y P J˝pxq, we have fpyq´fpxq´proj∇affJ˝ppqpxq¨py´xq “ fpyq´fpxq´
ppxq ¨ py ´ xq “ θpx, yq ě 0. Then by definition, proj∇affJ˝ppqpxq P Bf |J˝pxq for all x R Nµ.
For x P N cµ, we define rf :“ pf1J˝pxqqconv on Jpxq “ conv`J˝pxq˘, where the equality comes
from Proposition 2.7 (i) together with the fact that JzNν Ă J˝. We also define rf :“ f on
XxPNcµJ˝pxqc P Nµ X Nν “ Nµ`ν . These definitions are not interfering as if x1 P Jpxq then
Jpx1q Ă Jpxq by Remark 2.8. Therefore, the convex envelops pf1J˝pxqqconv and pf1J˝px1qqconv
coincide on Jpx1q.
Then the map ppXq ¨ pY ´Xq “ fpY q´ fpXq´ θpX,Y q is Borel measurable on Ipxqˆ Ipxq
for all x P N cµ. Let x R Nµ, dx :“ dim Ipxq, and
`
yi
˘
1ďiďdx`1
P Ipxq, affine basis of affIpxq.
Therefore, proj∇affIpxq
`
ppx1q˘ “M´1´ppx1q¨`yi´ydx`1˘¯
1ďiďdx
, withM :“ `yi´ydx`1˘1ďiďdx ,
where everything is expressed in the basis pyi´ydx`1q1ďiďdx , is Borel measurable on Ipxq. Then
as it is a subgradient of f|Ipxq on Ipxq by the fact that θpx, yq “ fpyq´fpxq´proj∇affIpxq
`
ppxq˘ ¨
py ´ xq ě 0 for all x, y P Ipxq, we have the result.
Finally, notice that Trp rf “ Tpf “ θ on tY P J˝pXq,X R Nµu, which proves that rf P Cµ,ν
and rp P Bµ,ν rf . l
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Proof of Proposition 3.16 (i) Let pϕ,ψ, hq P pLpµ, νq, and let f be its q.s.-convex moderator,
and p P Bµ,νf . By Proposition 2.15, f is convex and finite on I, and proj∇affIppq P Bf|I , η´a.s.
Then ψ “ pψ´ fq` f is Borel measurable on I, ϕ “ pϕ` fq´ f is Borel measurable on I, and
proj∇affJphq “ proj∇affJph` pq ´ proj∇affJppq is Borel measurable on I, η´a.s.
(ii) If one of the conditions in Proposition 3.10 holds, then condition (iv) holds by Proposition
3.10. Then the transfinite induction from the proof of Proposition 2.13 becomes a countable
induction, thus preserving the measurability. The process of subtracting lines for the one
dimensional components is also measurable. l
5.7 Consequences of the regularity of the cost in x
Proof of Lemma 3.17 We have for all x, y P Rd, ϕpxq `ψpyq ` hpxq ¨ py´ xq ě cpx, yq. Then
ϕpxq ě ϕ1pxq :“ ´pψ ´ cpx, ¨qqconvpxq. For all x P Rd, fx :“ pψ ´ cpx, ¨qqconv is convex and
finite on D :“ ri conv domϕ, let ´h1 : Rd ÞÝÑ Rd be a measurable selection in its subgradient
on D (then in affD ´ x0 for some x0 P D). Then for all y P Rd,
´ϕ1pxq ´ h1pxq ¨ py ´ xq ď fxpyq :“ pψ ´ cpx, ¨qqconvpyq ď ψpyq ´ cpx, yq.
Then c ď ϕ1 ‘ ψ ` h1b, and therefore, Prϕ1 ‘ ψ ` h1bs ě Prcs is well defined. Subtracting
Prϕ‘ ψ ` hbs ă 8, we get
µrϕ1 ´ ϕs “ Prpϕ1 ´ ϕqpXq ` ph1 ´ hqbs ě Prcs ´ Prϕ‘ ψ ` hbs.
Finally, taking the supremum over P, we get µrϕ1 ´ ϕs ě Sµ,νpcq ´ Sµ,νpϕ‘ ψ ` hbq “ 0. As
ϕ1 ´ ϕ ď 0, this shows that ϕ1 “ ϕ, µ´a.e. Now
fxpyq “ ´ inf
#
rÿ
i“1
λi
`
ψpyiq ´ cpx, yiq
˘
:
rÿ
i“1
λiyi “ y, and r ě 1
+
(5.15)
For r ě 1, and y “ řri“1 λiyi, x ÞÝÑ řri“1 λi`ψpyiq ´ cpx, yiq˘ is locally Lipschitz. By taking
the infimum, we get that for x P D, fxpyq is uniformly Lipschitz in x. Furthermore, fx is
convex on the relative interior of its domain D, and therefore locally Lipschitz on it. We claim
that for the convex function fx, the Lipschitz constant on a compact K Ă D is bounded by
maxK1 fx´minK fx
δ
, where δ “ infpx,yqPKˆK 1 |x´ y|, for any compact K 1 Ă D such that K Ă riK 1
(cf proof of Theorem 9.3 in [7]). Then if we fix K and K 1, the Lipschitz constant of fx is
dominated on K as x ÞÝÑ pmax1K fx,minK fxq is Locally Lipschitz. Then for K Ă D compact,
we may find L, and L1, Lipschitz constants for both variables. Finally, for x1, x2 P B,
|ϕ1px1q ´ ϕ1px2q| ď |fx1px1q ´ fx1px2q| ` |fx1px2q ´ fx2px2q| ď pL` L1q|x1 ´ x2|.
In the proof of Theorem 9.3 in [7], the bound max
1
K
fx´minK fx
δ
is in fact a bound for the
subgradients of fx. As ´h1 is a subgradient of fx in x, its component in affD ´ x0 (for some
x0 P D) is bounded in K.
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6 Verification of Assumptions 2.6
6.1 Marginals for which the assumption holds
In preparation to prove Proposition 3.10, we first need to prove two lemmas.
Lemma 6.1. Assume that there exists Q P PpΩq such that
pθnqně1 Ă rT1, converges Mpµ, νq ´ q.s. whenever pθnqně1, converges Q´ a.s. (6.1)
Then for all pθnqně1 Ă rT1, we may find θ P rT1 such that θnù θ.
Proof. Let Q P PpΩq satisfying (6.1). Let Q1 :“ 1
2
Q ` 1
2
µpdxq břně1 2´nδfnpxqpdyq, where
pfnqně1 Ă L0pRd,Rdq is chosen such that tfnpxq : n ě 1u Ă affIpxq is dense in affIpxq for all
x P Rd (see Step 2 in the proof of Proposition 2.7 in [7]). Then by Komlós lemma, we may findpθn P convpθk, k ě nq such that pθn converges Q1´a.s. Therefore, pθn converges q.s. to θ :“ pθ8.
As pθn P convpθk, k ě nq, we have the inequality pθ8 ě θ8. We also have by Fatou’s lemma
Prpθ8s ď lim infnÑ8 Prpθns ď lim supnÑ8 Prθns, for all P P PpΩq. Finally we need to prove that
θ P Θµ,ν . For n ě 1, let Nn P Nµ,ν be the set from Definition 2.1 for θn, and let Ncvg P Nµ,ν
be the set where pθn does not converge. We set N :“ Yně1Nn YNcvg P Nµ,ν . As θnpX,Xq “ 0
for all n ě 1, we have obviously tX “ Y u Ă N ccvg, and tX “ Y u Ă N c. By convexity of
θnpx, ¨q, the µpdxq b
ř
ně1 2
´nδfnpxqpdyq´convergence implies pointwise convergence of θpX, ¨q
on IpXq, µ´a.s. as in the case of µbpw´convergence. Then θpx, ¨q is convex on N cx by passing
to the limit, IpXq Ă N cX , µ´a.s. By Lemma 6.1 in [7], we may chose Nµ P Nµ so that if
Nµ Q N 1µ Ą Nµ, then tY P IpXqu X tX P N 1cµ u is a Borel set, and therefore, the function
1tY PIpXquXtXPN 1cµ uθ8 is Borel and Definition 2.1 (iv) holds.
For P with finite support on N c, and P1 competitor to P, Prθs “ limnÑ8 Prpθns, and P1rθs ď
lim infnÑ8 P1rpθns by Fatou’s Lemma. As for all n ě 1, Prpθns ě P1rpθns, we get the inequality
Prθs ě P1rθs. Furthermore, if we suppose to the contrary that tωu :“ suppP1 X N is a
singleton, ω R Nn for all n ě 1 by Definition 2.1 (iii). Then for all n ě 1, Prθns “ P1rθns, and
P1rωsθnpωq “ Prθns ´ P1rθn1Ωztωus. Then as the term on the right of this equality converges,
θnpωq converges as well, and ω P N c. We got the contradiction, (iii) of Definition 2.1 holds.
l
Lemma 6.2. Assume that ν is dominated by the Lebesgue measure. Then Y R BIpXq whenever
dim IpXq ě d´ 1, Mpµ, νq´q.s.
Proof. First the components of dimension d are at most countable, and their boundary is
Lebesgue negligible as they are convex. Then, if we enumerate the countable d´dimensional
components pIkqkě1, we have Y R Ykě1BIk, ν´a.s. and therefore Mpµ, νq´q.s.
Now we deal with the pd´ 1q´dimensional components. I is a Borel map, and therefore by
Lusin theorem (see Theorem 1.14 in [9]), for all ǫ ą 0, we may find Kǫ Ă tdim IpXq “ d´ 1u
with µrKǫs ě µrdim IpXq “ d ´ 1s ´ ǫ, on which I is continuous. We may also assume that
Kǫ is compact. Then for all x P Kǫ such that dim Ipxq “ d ´ 1, Ipxq contains a closed
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d´1´dimensional ball Bx :“ IpxqXBrxpxq for some rx ą 0. As I is continuous on Kǫ, we may
find ǫx ą 0 such that for x1 P Bǫxpxq, Bx Ă projaffIpxq
`
Ipx1q˘, and such that the angle between
the normals of Ipxq and Ipx1q is smaller than η :“ π{4 ă π{2. We denote lx the line from x,
normal to Ipxq. The balls Bǫxpxq cover Kǫ, then by the compactness of Kǫ, we may consider
x1, ..., xk P Kǫ for k ě 1 such that Kǫ Ă Yki“1Bǫxi pxiq. Let 1 ď i ď k, by Lemma C.1. in [12],
we may find a bi-Lipschitz flattening map F : Yx1PAiIpx1q ÝÑ Rd “ affIpxiqˆ lxi , where Ai :“
Bǫxi pxiqXlxi , such that for all x1 P Ai and all pv,wq P Ipx1q, F pv,wq “ pv, x1q. Notice that for all
x1 P Bǫxi pxiq, Ipx1qXAi ‰ H. Then for all x1 P Ai, F
`
Ipx1q˘ Ă affIpxiqˆtx1u. Now, let λ be the
Lebesgue measure. By the Fubini theorem, λ
“
F
`Yx1PAi BIpx1q˘‰ “ şlx 1x1PAiλx1“F `BIpx1q˘sdx1.
By the facts that F is bi-Lipschitz, BIpx1q is Lebesgue-negligible in affIpx1q, and λx1 is a
d ´ 1´dimensional Lebesgue measure, we have λx1
“
F
`BIpx1q˘‰ “ 0, 1x1PAidx1´a.e. Therefore,
λ
“
F
` Yx1PAi BIpx1q˘‰ “ 0, and as F is bi-Lipschitz, λrYx1PAiBIpx1qs “ 0. Then summing up
on all the 1 ď i ď k and by the fact that ν is dominated by the Lebesgue measure, we get
νrYxPKǫBIpxqs “ 0, so that for all P PMpµ, νq, we have
PrY P BIpXq,dim IpXq “ d´ 1s ď PrX R Kǫ,dim IpXq “ d´ 1s ` PrY P YxPKǫBIpxqs ď ǫ.
As this holds for all ǫ ą 0 and for all P PMpµ, νq, the lemma is proved. l
Proof of Proposition 3.10 Let us first prove the equivalence from (i). First for P PMpµ, νq.
As Y P IpXq, P-a.s., we have IpXq “ IpY q, P´a.s., and therefore, for all A P BpKq,
ν ˝ I´1rAs “ PrIpY q P As “ PrIpXq P As “ µrIpXq P As “ µ ˝ I´1rAs
Conversely, suppose that µ ˝ I´1 “ ν ˝ I´1. We will prove by backward induction on
0 ď k ď d` 1 that Y P IpXq, Mpµ, νq-q.s., conditionally to dim IpXq ě k. For k “ d` 1 this
is trivial because the dimension is lower than d. Now for k P N we suppose that the property
is true for k1 ą k. Then conditionally to dim Ipxq “ k, we have that Y P cl IpXq, q.s. Then for
P PMpµ, νq,
Prdim IpY q “ ks “ PrY P IpXq and dim IpXq “ ks ` PrY P BIpXq and dim IpXq ą ks
By the induction hypothesis, PrY P BIpXq and dim IpXq ą ks “ 0. (i) gives that Prdim IpY q “
ks “ Prdim IpXq “ ks. Then
Prdim IpXq “ ks “ PrY P IpXq and dim IpXq “ ks,
implying that P ´ a.s., dim IpXq “ k ùñ Y P IpXq. As holds true for all P P Mpµ, νq,
combined with the induction hypothesis, we proved the result at rank k. By induction, Y P
IpXq, q.s. The equivalence is proved.
It remains to show that (iv) is implied by all the other conditions. If (i) holds, YxPRdIpxqˆ
BIpxq P Nµ,ν then (iv) holds with C “ D “ H, and R :“ IpRdq. If (ii) holds, as IpRdq
is a partition of Rd, there can be at most countably many components with full dimension.
Therefore (iv) holds with C :“ Iptdim I “ duq, and D :“ tdim I ď 1u.
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Now we suppose (iii), by Lemma 6.2, Y R BIpXq if dim IpXq “ d´ 1, Mpµ, νq´q.s. Then
we just set D :“ tdim I ď 1u, C :“ tdim I “ du, and R :“ tdim I “ d´ 1u. Now we prove the
claim.
We suppose that (iv) holds. The second part of the proposition follows from the fact that
a countable set can be well ordered. Now let us deal with the first part. According to Lemma
6.1, we just need to find a probability measure Q that implies the quasi-sure convergence of
functions in rT1. This is possible thanks to the convexity of these functions in the second
variable: the interior of the components can be dealt with µpdxq břně1 2´nδfnpxqpdyq, where
pfnqně1 Ă L0pRd,Rdq is chosen such that tfnpxq : n ě 1u Ă affIpxq is dense in affIpxq for all
x P Rd (see the proof of Lemma 6.1).
For the boundaries, the measure µbν will deal with the countable components of C. Indeed,
let K P C such that ηrKs ą 0. Let pθnqn Ă rT1, converging µpdxq břně1 2´nδfnpxqpdyq ` µ b
ν´a.s. to some function θ. We already have that θnpx, ¨q ÝÑ θpx, ¨q on K for all x P N cµ XK,
for some Nµ P Nµ by the previous step. For all n ě 1, let Nn P Nµ,ν be such that θn is
a Nn´tangent convex function. By (2.5) and by possibly enlarging the µ´null set Nµ, we
may assume that we may find pNν , θq P Nν ˆ pT pµ, νq such that N cµ ˆ N cν X tY P JθpXqu Ă
N c :“ pYně1Nnqc, and that N cµ ˆ tY P IpXqu Ă N c. Then for x, x1 P N cµ X K, x0 P K, and
y P JθpxqzpK YNνq, let the probability measures
4P :“ δx,x0 ` δx,y ` 2δx1,y1 , and 4P1 :“ δx1,x0 ` δx1,y ` 2δx,y1
with y1 :“ 1
2
py`x0q. Let n ě 1, notice that P and P1 are competitors and concentrated on Nn,
then by θn´martingale monotonicity of Nn, we have
θnpx, x0q ` θnpx, yq ` 2θnpx1, y1q “ θnpx1, x0q ` θnpx1, yq ` 2θnpx, y1q.
We re-order the terms
θnpx, yq ´ 2θnpx, y1q ` θnpx, x0q “ θnpx1, yq ´ 2θnpx1, y1q ` θnpx1, x0q. (6.2)
Then θnpx, yq ´ 2θnpx, y1q ` θnpx, x0q does not depend on the choice of x P K X N cµ. As we
assumed that θn converges µpdxq b
ř
ně1 2
´nδfnpxqpdyq `µb ν´a.s. by possibly enlarging Nµ,
without loss of generality, we may assume that for all x P N cµ, θnpx, ¨q converges pointwise to θ
on Ipxq, and θnpx, Y q converges ν´a.s. Let x1 P N cµ XK, up to enlarging Nν , we may assume
that θnpx1, yq converges to θpx1, yq for all y P N cν . Then if x, y P pK X N cµq ˆ N cν , and x P K,
identity (6.2) implies that θnpx, yq converges, as all the other terms have a limit, and θpx, y1q
and θpx1, y1q are finite. Now for P P Mpµ, νq, PrpK X N cµq ˆN cν s “ ηrKs. Then θn converges
P´a.s. on K ˆ Rd. This holds for all K P C, and P PMpµ, νq.
For the 1-dimensional components of D, if we call apxq and bpxq their (measurably selected)
endpoints, the measure µpdxq b δapxq`δbpxq
2
will fit. Finally, in the case of the components in
R, for all probability P P Mpµ, νq, Px does not send mass to BK for µ´a.e. x P K P R by
assumption. We take
Qpdx, dyq :“ µpdxq
ÿ
ně1
2´nδfnpxqpdyq ` µpdxqνpdyq ` µpdxq
δapxq ` δbpxq
2
pdyq.
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the convergence of θn, Q´a.s. implies its convergence Mpµ, νq´q.s. Assumption 2.6 holds. l
Proof of Remark 3.12 The fact the νPI is independent of P PMpµ, νq for d “ 1 is proved by
Beiglböck & Juillet [3].
Now we assume that (i) in Proposition 3.10 holds. If Y P IpXq, Mpµ, νq´q.s., then by
symmetry as tIpxq : x P Rdu is a partition of Rd, we have X P IpY q, ν´a.s. Then similar to
µI , νI :“ νPI :“ P ˝ pY |X P Iq´1 does not depend on the choice of P PMpµ, νq.
Now in the case of (iii) in Proposition 3.10, let νI :“ ν ˝ I´1. On tdim IpXq ě d ´ 1u,
Y R BIpXq, q.s. by Lemma 6.2, so that for all P P Mpµ, νq, νPI “ νI on tdim IpXq ě d ´ 1u.
Now on tdim IpXq “ 0u, µI “ νPI is also independent of P. Finally, on tdim IpXq “ 1u,
by the fact that there is not mass coming from higher dimensional components, we have
νPI “ νI`λ1pIqδapIq`λ2pIqδbpIq, where λ1pIq, λ2pIq ě 0, and apIq, bpIq are measurable selections
of the boundary of I. Then µI´νI “ λ1pIq`λ2pIq, and µIrXs´νI rY s “ λ1pIqapIq`λ2pIqbpIq.
Therefore, λ1 and λ2 depend only on µI and νI , therefore, νPI does not depend on the choice
of P. l
Proof of Remark 4.3 We consider τ the stopping time, and write Q the probability measure
associated with the diffusion. We claim that the components ŐsuppPX0 Ă IpX0q, µ´a.s. have
dimension d, µ-a.s, where P P Mpµ, νq is the joint law of pX0,Xτ q. Then (iii) of Proposition
3.10 holds, which proves the remark.
Now we prove the claim. Let p ą 0. For x P Rd, we consider τx, the stopping time τ
conditional to X0 “ x, and σxt , which is σt conditional to X0 “ x. Now we fix x P Rd. As σ0
has rank d, }σx0 } :“ inf |u|“1 |utσx0 | ą 0, a.s. Then we may find α ą 0 such that Qr}σx0 } ď αs ď p.
Similarly, we consider δ ą 0 small enough so that
Qrτ ă δs ď p. (6.3)
Finally, by the fact that σxt is right-continuous in 0, a.s, we may lower δ ą 0 so thatQ
“
suptďδ |σxt ´ σx0 |2 ą β
‰ ď
p for some β ą 0 that we will fix later. Now we use these ingredients to prove that pXtq "spreads
out in all directions" for t close to 0. Let u P Rd with |u| “ 1 and λ ą 0,
Qru ¨ σx0Wδ ě λα
?
δs ě Qrv ¨W1 ě λs ´ p ě 12 ´ 2p, (6.4)
with v “ u ¨ σx0 {|u ¨ σx0 |, for λ small enough, independent of α and δ. Now recall that
Q
“
suptďδ |σxt ´ σx0 |2 ą β
‰ ď p. As a consequence, the stopping time τ˜ “ inftt ě 0 : |σxt ´σx0 |2 ě
βu satisfies
Qrτ˜ ă δs ď p. (6.5)
Now, stopping Xt, we get, conditionally to X “ x: EQrp
şδ^τ˜
0
pσxt ´ σx0 qdWtq2s ď δβ by Itô
isometry, and therefore, by the Markov inequality, Q
”ˇˇˇşδ^τ˜
0
pσxt ´ σx0 qdWt
ˇˇˇ
ě αλ?δ{2
ı
ď 4δβ
α2λ2δ
.
Then if we chose β “ pα2λ2
4
(not depending on δ), we finally get that
Q
„ˇˇˇˇż δ^τ˜
0
pσxt ´ σx0 qdWt
ˇˇˇˇ
ě αλ
?
δ{2

ď p. (6.6)
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Therefore QrpXt^τ ´ xq ¨ u ě αλ
?
δ{2|X “ xs is greater than
Q
„
σx0Wt^τ ¨ u ě αλ
?
δ, and
ˇˇˇˇż δ
0
pσxt ´ σx0 qdWt
ˇˇˇˇ
ď αλ
?
δ{2, and τ˜ ě δ, and τ ě δ|X “ x

ě Qru ¨ σx0Wδ ě λα
?
δs ´ 3p ě 1
2
´ 5p,
by (6.3), (6.4), (6.5), and (6.6). Then by setting p “ 1
12
, for all u of norm 1, we get
QrpXt^τ ´ xq ¨ u ě α0|X0 “ xs ě p0, (6.7)
with α0 :“ αλ
?
δ{2 ą 0, and p0 :“ 112 ą 0.
We use (6.7) to prove that ŐsuppPx is d dimensional. Indeed, we suppose for contradiction
that ŐsuppPx Ă H, where H is a hyperplane. H contains 0, as it contains ŐsuppPx. Let u be
a unit normal vector to H, by (6.7), we have QrpXt^τ ´ xq ¨ u ě α0|X “ xs ě p0. Then by
the martingale property (the volatility is bounded) combined with the boundedness of τ , we
have EQrXτ |Ft^τ s “ Xt^τ . Therefore, PxrY ¨ u ě α0{2s “ QrXτ ¨ u ě α0{2|X “ xs ą 0, which
contradicts the inclusion of the support of Px in H. l
6.2 Medial limits
Medial limits, introduced by Mokobodzki [22] (see also Meyer [21]), are powerful instruments.
It is an operator from the set of real bounded sequences l8 to R satisfying the following
properties:
Definition 6.3. A linear operator m : l8 Ñ R is a medial limit if
(i) m is nonnegative: if u ě 0 then mpuq ě 0.
(ii) m is invariant by translation: if T is the translation operator (T : punqn ÞÑ pun`1qn) then
mpT uq “ mpuq.
(iii) mpp1qnq “ 1.
(iv) m is universally measurable on the unit ball r0, 1sN.
(v) m is measure linear: for any sequence of Borel-measurable functions fn : r0, 1s Ñ r0, 1s,
if we write f :“ mppfnqnq (defined pointwise), then for any Borel measure λ on r0, 1s, f is
λ-measurable and ż
fdλ “
ż
mpfnqdλ “ m
ˆż
fndλ
˙
.
We can extend any medial limit m to RN` by setting mpuq :“ supNPN mppun^Nqnq. It keeps
the same properties, except (v) which becomes a kind of Fatou’s Lemma: for any sequence of
Borel-measurable functions fn : r0, 1s Ñ R`, then for any Borel measure λ on r0, 1s,ż
mpfnqdλ ď m
ˆż
fndλ
˙
. (6.8)
The existence of medial limits is implied by Martin’s axiom. Notice that Martin’s axiom is
implied by the continuum hypothesis (See Chapter I of Volume 5 of [10]). Kurt Gödel [13]
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provides 6 paradoxes implied by the continuum hypothesis, Martin’s axiom implies only 3 of
these paradoxes. All these axioms are undecidable either under ZF and under ZFC, indeed
Paul Larson [20] proved that if ZFC is consistent, then ZFC+"there exists no medial limits" is
also consistent (Corollary 3.3 in [20]). See [24] for a complete survey.
Proof of Proposition 3.14 Axiom of choice on R implies that R can be well-ordered, which
proves that Assumption 2.6 (ii) holds. Now let us prove the first part. For pθnqně1 Ă rT1, we
denote θ :“ mpθnq. The Proposition is proved if we show that θn ù θ. θ “ mpθnq ě θ8
by linearity of a medial limit together with Definition 6.3 (i) and (ii). Let P P PpΩq, Prθs ď
mpPrθnsq ď lim supnÑ8 Prθns by (6.8). Finally the linearity combined with Definition 6.3 (i)
give that θ P Θµ,ν , as it is a property of comparison of linear combinations of values of θ,
θ is a H´tangent convex function. Finally, we prove that we may have (iv) in Definition
2.1. Up to assuming that we applied the Komlós Lemma to pθnqně1 (which only reduces the
superior limits and increase the inferior limits, thus preserving the previous properties) under
the probability µpdxq břně1 2´nδfnpxqpdyq, where pfnqně1 Ă L0pRd,Rdq is chosen such that
tfnpxq : n ě 1u Ă affIpxq is dense in affIpxq for all x P Rd as in the proof of Lemma 6.1, we may
assume without loss of generality that pθnq converges pointwise on tX P N 1cµ u X tY P IpXqu.
Then let Nnµ P Nµ be from Definition 2.1 (iv) for θn. Let Nµ “ Yně1Nnµ Y N 1µ. Let A :“
tX P N cµu X tY P IpXqu, 1Aθ is Borel measurable as the pointwise limit of Borel measurable
functions 1Aθn, as the medial limit coincides with the real limit when convergence holds. l
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